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he Cardigan Committee of the
DSSG has determined the final
cost of their blue sweaters with
white chenille lettering. According
to the council minutes of March 3,
35 cotton/polyester blend sweaters
.*in. be purchased at a cost of
···l44.~SO each, for a total of
..$1:557.50. Pending .approval from
Ronald Aaron, associate dean of
students, the sweaters will be
bought from S&S Sports Center
with DSSG funds.
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USA PARTY
SELECTS
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Giuliani
Speaks at
Baruch

Finance Chair
Running forDSSG President

By ROBERT COllER..

By KENNETH BROWN
By CAITLIN MOLLISON
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John PaaIPa. .

John Paul Patelli, chairperson of
the Day Session Student Government's Finance Committee, has announced his candidacy for DSSG
president. Patelli will be running on
the incumbent United Students For
Action (USA) party ballot in the
first contested election since 1985.
Running on the USA ticket with
Patelli will be Randel S. Stubbs, 00chairperson of the DSSG Appeals
Committee, for executive vicepresident; Helen Lallgie, a bursar in
the DSSG treasurer's office. for
treasurer; Melvin Smith, for executive secretary; Clive Bert.
Allison Hamilton, Paul Martin,
Juan A. Martinez, Dwight
MCD.o.~~~. ,Nation.
"~me-.
_~""~nc~.A. 'V'\~

aiJJj Frederika Watson, for upper
t:91JIlcjf;. _S-hiiim . •. :~, J.QY~."~_.=~
Hamilton, Lloyd James, Rhonda
Otten and Wilson Shurn, for lower
council; Karen Eliott and Joan Patterson for Board of Directors; and
Sandra Feurtado for Communications Board. Patelli's appointed
vice-presidents are: Albert Isaac for
vice-president of legislative affairs;
Linda Gioia, for vice-president of
campus affairs; Yvonne Tovar, for
vice-president of academic affairs.
Patelli's agenda if elected will
concentrate on more programming
and an increased effort to promote
...•
government awareness among
students. "I feel government should
provide financial assistance and encouragement to events, n he said.
Patelli cited Black History Month
as an event he would encourage if
elected.
In terms of programming, Patelli
expressed his intention to have
"more and bigger speakers" come
to Baruch. At present, Lee Iacocca
and Bishop Desmond Tutu are
under consideration for next year.
According to Stubbs, the USA party is also interested in obtaining

E

ffective Thursdav, March 10.
1988. all requests for program
facilities must be accompanied by a
program budget which deals with
(he cost of the even t and the
source(s) of funds, according to a
memo from Carl Aylmarn, director
of studenra activities. After program budgets are submitted to and
reviewed by the Student Activities
Center Office and the Student Services Accounting Unit, funds for
the event will be encumbered to
guarantee payment for the event.
At that point. requests for facilities
wi II be approved if they are
TIle - u , .......... III E. 11 St. Here 1_" IIaft co...aln
available.
heat
d.e to • h4)le i. tile ceUing.
Failure immediately to comply
will result in the automatic cancella(10n of the confirmed facility reser- I
vat ions on or after March 2 J.
I•
t the February 25 meeting of
the Day Session Student Council, it was resolved that "clubs may
receive co-sponsorship funding based on additional. alloca tions from
(he Appeals Committee... n Accordingly, on March 3, the Appeals
Committee funded the Black Student Association, Club Caricom,
(he Filipino Club, the Hispanic
Society, the Hong Kong Students
Association, the Advertising SocieSee Page A 5, Co/un", Three
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Security Incident
at 26th Street
Makes Students Late

See Page All, Column One

By SCOTT PAM

Security guard J.D.Gresham shut
off and emptied a student filled
elevator in retaliation for an alleged
security incident with a passenger
the morning of February 16.
According to Gresham, the student (who remains unidentified)

bumped into a divider pole and
moved it approximately five inches
closer to the security station in the
lobby of 46 E. 26t h St. making
passage for students exiting the
elevator difficult. As Gresham askSee Page A9,. Column One
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Where Are The Speakers?
Politicians have been popularly characterized by satirists throughout history as men who wil:
~ake up a~y imaginable promise simply to secure a favorable vote. What follows in the parody
IS no surprise; by the time the politician's term is over, all he is left with is a mass of angered
supporters and a handful of unful filled promises. After seeing the candidates that run for office
in the United States government we can extract the many truths from these satires, and unfortunately even on the college governmental level can we detect the same pattern of promises
unkept.
The promise of the United States for Action (U.S.A.) party before their victory in the Spring
1987 semester was to sponsor lectures by significant speakers. Thus far, almost at the end of
their term, the members of the Baruch Community have not seen one lecture that was sponsored by the Day Session Student Government. As we draw ever closer to the elections, it is time
for the student body to remember the promises that are made by the candidates. and see to if
that they are kept or take the appropriate action.
It is true that the semester is not over and there is still time for the D.S.S.G. to make arrangements for important lectures to grace the auditorium of Baruch. Mavbe before the end of
classes this semester the student government will sponsor lectures as in th~ past and answer the
students asking "Where are the speakers?" These are the students that cast their vote in favor
of the U.S.A. party expecting to attend these lectures. and ultimately it is the job of the student
government to return the favor to their supporters by honoring their promises.

It's Their Move
As reported in this issue, the Day Session Student Government has decided [0 take measures
that will serve to "bridge the communications gap" between the government and The Ticker.
Thes~ measures consist of supplying The Ticker with the minutes of every DSSG council
meeting. and although this is a step in the right direction, more must be done to completely
bridge this gap.
Contrary to popular, and certainly governmental, belief, The Ticker does not see as its mission the crucifixion of the DSSG. Our goal is to report the news fairly and objectively, be it
favor~ble or damaging. This is strived for at all times. In the recent past, however, this has
sometimes been made exceedingly difficulty by the lack of cooperation from the student
government. Articles can only be written with the information available to the reporter covering
the story, and to present a complete picture the writer must be provided with complete
documentation and all the available facts.
We are ho~eful that the relationship between The Ticker and the DSSG is on theupswing,
but communication means more than merely sending out the latest minutes. In the future a
mor~ helpful attitude on the part of government members towards reporters would be appreciared. Only then can this adversarial relationship improve.

A Drop For Life
. Three times a year an all intensive effort is extended by the student activities office to con~lnce students to give blood. However it is nearly impossible for those that si~ply pass by and
Ignore the pleas for donations, or even for those that give to understand the dedication and···
hard work ~ehind the Blood Drive. If we think for a moment about the sacrifices these people
make for this cause, then there is no way that we can doubt the worthiness of the Blood Drive.
~ast . Fall semester 319 people registered to donate blood, out of which 286 actually gave.
WhICh IS only 13 away from the Baruch record. To these students that give each semester a
warm ~hank you is extended, and to those that are afraid or don't see giving blood as a priority.
a plea IS made to give a little for a worthy cause. It takes a little time and a strong person to give
when th~re are no imme~iate material returns. And even if you do not think you qualify to give
for medical reasons, register anyway. You may be surprised that this opportunity to feel better
about yourself is within your grasp. It takes more than a dedicated crew to make the Blood
Drive a Success.
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To The Editor:
Thank you for publishing Jerry
Tan's lengthy and thought ful
review of the Stow Wengenroth exhibition at the Baruch College
Gallery. Unfortunately, the guest
curator's name was not mentioned.
Mary Jo Viola, who has taught art·
history a1 Baruch for a number of
years, did some important new
research on Wengenroth's work. In
fact, she has produced the first
serious study of the artist since
Alfred Barr discussed him in a
catalogue for a MOMA exhibition
in 1943. Viola interviewed a number
of Wengenroth's friends and colleagues, including Burr G. Miller,
the printer who produced
Wengenroth's lithographs (as well
as those of many ot her maj or
American artists); Albert Reese,
Wengenroths dealer at Kennedv
Galleries during the 1940; and w.u

A young cop gets shot in Queens. His

head blown apart by shotgun blasts. The
cop was just sitting in his car "protecting"
the life of a citizen who dared to speak out
against the drug dealers in his
neighborhood. All of a sudden, the city
decides to declare a war on .drugs. NOW!
Just now, it has become a war. It's been a
war for too long a time to start calling it one
now. The police don't want to win it. They
like to fight it two weeks at a time.
We've seen it all before. Somebody gets
killed ...a priest. ..a cop. The media grabs
the story, it's plastered all over the front
page, on the national news, on Nightline.
Geraldo Rivera even gets into the act. The
cops make a few arrests, the politicians
shake their fists and babble incoherently
about stopping the demand for drugs and
saving our children.
Then, about two weeks later, the story
dies down. The papers and news grab at
something else-teen suicide, a divorce for
Sean and Madonna. They're not fussy.
Neither are the cops. When the cameras
leave, so do
the multitude of patrols.
When the reporters put away their pens, the
·cops put away their guns. Through it all,
one bunch of people remain focused on
their objectives. Only one group of people
remain sane, rational and logical. Those
people
are
t he
drug
dealers
themselves. They are truly all-American
success stories, who use some of the values
"We the people" hold dear to achieve their
fame and fortune in the "darker" side of
life. They are the smart guys in this war.

ding investment
behavior.
Psychologists now suspect that
decisions and thoughts in general
are chaotic processes that selectivelv
amplify tiny perturbations that
enter our minds. Investment decisions are not tied up to any SCl1Se of
intrinsic value. Investors build up
castles in thin air which eventuallv
collapse in complete chaos. People
play strategies on how other people
will react to investment news rather
than the news itself.

To The Editor:

I've been a futures' strategist for
fifteen years. I am now convinced
that both fundamental analysis and
technical analysis are presentlv
useless. They are victims of the
recently increased market efficiency. Only chaos analysis makes
sense. It is the only hope for predicting price movements. That's why
I've started a revolutionary research
on

APPLYING

CHAOS

MECHANICS TO FUTVRE~
TRADING. The timing is appropriate for this project due to recent drastic developments of Chaos
Mechanics and the eagerness of the
American people to understand the
causes of the market crash and in
general the wild fluctuations of investment markets.
Over the last few years. many
scientists and investors have been
very excited with the new
developments of a new interdisciplinary field called Chaos
Mechanics. Chaotic systems in
nature have shown some order on
their way to Chaos. In other words.
chaos in nature is deterministic;
however. small perturbations might
be amplified to huge disturbanc~.
Investment chaos is different
from natural chaos. There are no
clear-cut economic laws 10 dictate
investment prices. On the contrary
crowd psychology is more usef'ui
than pure economics in under stan-

So far, we know very little about

investment chaos. If it obeys similar
rules tojiatural chaos th-en manv
popular trading methods are to ~
discarded as optical illusions! For
example. many traders use periodic
cycles; however, real chaotic cycles
are not periodic! Also all smoothing
systems. including the popular
rnovi ng averages, are useless
because they take out the volatilitv
which is the most important facto'r
of a chaotic svstern. We therefore
expect our research to completely
revolutionize invest ment analvsis
- .
The first thing to be determined
in this project is the nature of
chaotic artractors. These are the
areas which attract prices in certain
multi-dimensional spaces. The twodimensional price charts (pricerime) used by most technical
analysts are completely useless; [he
support /resistance areas, up-trend
lines, downtrend lines, and all other
(Continued on Page A JJ. Col. J).

It takes a lot to be a drug dealer. You

...

ATTENTION ADVERTISERS
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had cancelled.

-

Quotation of the FortnigL....-h_t

_

...., read their constitution and support it. but I
don 't see it is being utilized to its full capacity. ""
-

Ainsley Boisson. Candidate

for Day

Session Student Government

nresident on the DSSG constitution.

have. to have that good _old..' 'Y~nlt~~' ingenuity. To be a dealer, you have to be an
entrepreneur. You have to be an ambitious,
decisive, go-getter who doesn't quit, who
doesn't like to lose, and who looks out for
number one-the type of person who is
smart enough to beat the competition.
Such work ethics are honorable. The top
dealers have worked hard to get where they
are. They have beaten the competition, probably shot and killed them, too. They are
viciously competent in the way they run
their business. The accounting records are
precise to the last ounce, to the last dirty
dollar. To a top dealer, there is no such
thing as mismanagement. They make sure

they surround themselves with people who
can shoot. They make sure they always
have the upper hand. Above all, they know
how to exploit the system for everything it's
worth. That's where "We the people"
come in. "We the people" are to blame.
"We" let them exploit us.
I won't go into a silly Reaganistic tirade
about how everyone who uses drugs is an
accomplice to murder. That's just plain
bull. People are motivated in part by what
they can get away with. Each and every one
of us gambles a bit every day. Whether it's
outright,like going to OTB, or subtle, like
trying to get an extra five miles when the gas
guage reads "empty". It's still gambling
nevertheless. We play the odds, hoping to
get an edge. People who do drugs have also
made up their mind to play the odds. They
are betting the "high" they receive is worth
the risk. People who sell drugs have decided, the gains to be gotten are worth the risk.
RISK is the important factor.
In a large part, risk, in thjs country, is
determined by the lawmakers and law enforcers. Laws are not "made to be broken"
as commonly suggested by some. Laws are
created to establish guidelines by which a
society can be governed to the benefit of all.
To put it simply, if the board game
Monopoly were the United States, then the
laws are represented by the rules written inside the cover of the game. Did you ever
play Monopoly against someone who
always seemed to somehow find that "missing " $500 bill, under the board? It's difficult to win against a cheater. The only
way cheat«s caR be stopped ~ if tbey're caught.
T,h,a.L..8UY who. stole the SSOO from the

'toJ;ai.off-hiS--debito-ihe .

~lonopoly-bank

owner of Atlantic Avenue,
got caught
and was automatically thrown out of the
game. He broke the rules and lost. Drug
rlealers should be treated similarly.
They're not.
Who are the role models in areas rarn-.
pant with crime and povertyj l can promise
you, it's not Ronald Reagan. The most visible and real representatives of wealth, fame
and fortune is many times the drug dealers
themselves. They have the money, the cars,
the clothes, the power. What kind of
message is sent to the young and impressionable when some drnz dealer say, named

To Fight!
"Kingpin," is arrested by the police and
two days later he's again flashing his hundred dollar bills around? It's amazing more
people aren't our there pushing the stuff,
when the courts don't even put many that
do behind bars.
As stated before, these guys are the new
breed of American entrepreneurs. They are
not stupid. The only risk they take is a
calculated one. The richest most powerful
dealer in the city will not run a red light to
plow through a busy intersection. Why?
Because he might wind up dead, that's why!
Yet the risk of getting caught dealing drugs
has no impact. The dealers are just not
scared enough of the consequences. That's
because "We the people" are stupid. We
are idiots. On the one hand we say, "Drugs
are destroying our children." We say,
"Drugs are destroying our neighborhoods,
they are causing fear to run rampant on the
streets of America." We say, "Drugs have
to be stopped, at all costs."
On the other hand, what we do is a different story. A dealer gets caught, he's out
selling again in as little as a few hours, at
the most a couple of years. He gets caught
again same thing. He gets caught
again same thing. It's tough enough to
catch these guys, when we do... we let them
go. And the dealers. they take it aU in
.stride. Jail is just a business expense.
can.thedea~-~oramea fer wnat-is-if~w-
a war? I don't think so. They are just showing good business sense. The risk
represented by the anti-drug laws does not
come close to the profits to be made. Putting ethics aside fora moment, if the
chairman of the board at IBM had to decide
between selling drugs in our society as it
stands today, he would come to the same
conclusion. There is a lot of money to be
made with few expenses and little exceptional risk. If profits, at all costs, were
IBM's objectives, they would sell drugs too.

I

(Continued on Page A4. Col. 3)

WHOSE GOD IS IT ANYWAY?

\

Suppose you had a child who grew up
away from you. Suppose that child, despite
what she is told. thinks you're a horrible
person, thinks someone else is her real
feither/mother, or doesn't believe you're
alive at all. If it came to pass that you
regained custody of her, would you throw
her out into the street for having doubted
your existence, your character or your identity? Would you punish her? Lock her in
the boiler room or refuse to feed her for
awhile?
I hope not. It would be both cruel and insane. First, she hadn't rejected you, she had
rejected the theory of your existence, your
goodness or your particular identity based
on the evidence she had. If she was wrong,
it was a mistake, not a crime. And even if
she had rejected you, to punish someone in
this way for not liking you would be sick.
Even if it was your child.
Agree with me so far? Good. Well then,
would God cast someone into the flames of
hell for all eternity for not following the
right religion?
That's different, you say. I say it's not. I
say the idea that not following the right

religious leaders would land you in hell was
made up by religious leaders themselves.
Made up over and over again, I might add,
by leaders of many different religious. As
blackmail, if you like.
It's a work of fiction that doesn't make
sense as fact. It would be a strange thing for
God to do to even a few people. Consider
t he fact, if you're a Christian, that the overwhelming majority of the world's people
arc not Christian. Think of China. Hell
must be awfully crowded by now.
It's a belief that has been at least in pan
responsible for a great deal of hatred, suffering and brutality' throughout history.
How can it be wrong to try to convert someone to Christianity (Or Islam) through
the use of torture if to do so might save
them from an eternity of agony in hell?
How can it be wrong to kill if you are
spreading the salvation of your religion in
the process? How can it be wrong to do
anything to unbelievers if they are worthy
of even God's scorn?
The thought that one has the only key to
heaven, t.he only Monopoly card that reads
"Get out of hell, free," has indeed made
things pretty bad. But even without this

WHEN
DELEGATION
·REPLACES
DEDICATION
By JOHN GRECO
When I woke up this morning I was faced
with a problem that I could not solveon my
own, no matter how hard I tried. There I
stood.over my sock drawer trying to decide
which color would be more appropriate
with a blue outfit, the blue socks or the
beige socks. I then proceeded upstairs to my
parents for their advice. Their reponse was
disheartening, for they told me that since
they were only two of a rather large family,
that I should seek the advice of everyone in
order that I make the best decision on
which socks to wear. So I proceeded to do
so, calling family members in each borough
for their opinion on my dilemma and I
came to the conclusion that the best way ~
decide on the color of socks I would wear
would be to organize a sock committee of
select family members to gather at my
house each morning to vote on which color
socks I would wear to work. And this is
what I did.
Needless to say I was late to work for the
first two weeks since the formation of the
color-coordinating committee and was
subsequently fired from my job. I am still
the only person on the block with a perfect
record of sock and suit match-ups, but in
retrospect I wonder if it would have been
more practical to clash on-the-job than to
dabble in stunning combinations while
scanning the classified ads.
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"We The People"

P.S. Also, should any members of
the Baruch community wonder
whether, or how, he is related to:
Richard Wengenroth , professor in
the art department-they are second cousins.

In las! ,weck's art icle and i nterview wit h I he Reverend Al
Sharpton II was stated t hat t he attorney Alton Maddox had
cancelled. II should have read thai the lawver C. Vernon Mason

Jerrv Tan
John Tan
Christopher A. Ward

PLASMA DE STIMULI/CHRISTOPHER A. WARD

Barnet , a noted artist-colleague
(Miller, Reese and Barnet all attended the gallery reception.) She
also consulted a number of unpublished manuscripts and traveled
to many of the sites depicted in the
prints. Her sure and sympathetic
taste and scholarly insight are what
made it such an extraordinary
show. The gallery committee and I
are exceedingly grateful for her
work.
Yours sincerely,
Katherine B. Crurn
Director
Baruch College Gallery

Susan Roberts
Audra Senkus
Glen Spangler

Jaime Tan

OP~ED

The Finishing Touches
on the Art Exhibition

CORRECTION:
David Banks
Salvatore Belluomo
(;a~ Borress
Philip J. Darragh
l·sha D~·al
John D. Frank
~annelle Gordon
Rob~ n I-.. Henzel

Ma~h

belief, when instead of thinking of religions
as opinions you divide them into absolute,
unquestionable truth (your faith) and lies
(all other faiths and philosophies) it is impossible to realty respect ot her religions and
ideas. How can one respect lies? How can
one respect a person who lives by them and
spreads them?
In today's world, it's a good idea to
respect other religions and philosophies not
just tolerate them. To do this, you must
acknowledge the fact that even if it's highly
unlikely, it is possible that you may not be
entirely right and the other person may not
be entirely wrong. I guess this isn't a
popular stand at a time when unyielding
faith is considered a virtue. But however
admirable it is to have a strong belief in
God, how admirable is it to have
"unyielding faith" that everyone else is
wrong, and only those who agree with you
are fit for heaven?
Imagine President Pat Robertson at a
negotiating table with a foreign leader ~
making a casual remark that suggests that
the leader, his family, and almost the entire
population of his country are damned.
Makes you feel warm all over, doesn't it?

If the events that led to the formation of

my sock committee seem a bit ridiculous
that is because they were fabricated for that
very purpose, to attract the reader's attention to the following true story about a
committee of the Day Session Student
Government. the Cardigan Committee. The
only difference between my fictitious sock
committee and the Cardigan Committee is
that my scenario attempts to be humorous,
while the student government's inability to
place an order for their sweaters without
forming a committee of three people is not
the least bit funny in its impracticality..
Let me try to imagine how many decisions must be made in ordering the sweaters
for the student government members. How
many should be ordered? What percentage
should be large, small and medium? Where
should they be ordered from? What color
should they be? If it takes the D.S.S.G. a
committee of three people to complete this
simple task, then how many would it take
to organize a more complex chore, and
where does the delegation of duties end and
the dedication to making these decisions
begin?
In this light, the correlation between my
story and the student government's Cardigan Committee can be seen more clearly.
Both are examples of bureaucratic thinking
which inevitably lead to a waste of
resources, as is the case with any excessive
delegation of duties. The only difference
thus far is that my story ended with a
specific loss in addition to complicating the
lives of distant family members. Fortunately for the D.S.S.G.: the emphasis that is
placed on forming committees has not yet
drawn talent from the other areas causing
that "specific loss." In this respect my
foreshadowing should make student
government executives more aware of their
predicament, and if what they say about
hindsight being 20/20 is true, then the path
toward an eventual "Committee Selection
Committee" can be replaced with swift and
efficient decision making from the top executives.
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CASE STUDY
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"The 'Teflon Reign "
Comes to an End
By MAX ROWE

By MARK CALLAHAN

When asked their opinion of abortions,
most people respond totally for or totally
against it. If the judicial system acted this
way, every person who killed someone
would be in jail. There would be no such
thing as guilty with an explanation, for example, self defense.
In Christopher Ward's column "Plasma
De Stimuli" entitled, -"Not Murder But
Cornmon Sense," he states, U ••• if such a
child is born, unloved and unwanted, it will
have no real life." This is a false statement
approximately 90 percent of the time.
When the mother expresses this hatred, for
whatever reason, she does so before the
birth of the child. She is acting irrationally
and unreasonably towards t he child because
she doesn't want it at the present time. This
so called hatred doesn't last in most cases.
This same situation can be compared to a
tittle child who sees a toy in a store. He begs
and pleads with his mother but she will .10t
buy it for him. He then c()mes to the conclusion that he hates his mother. He wishes
that she was dead. Does he really feel this
way? No, he doesn't. By the end of the day,
he will feel love for his mother again, not to
mention what he will feel ill nine months.
Abortions should not be passed off as a
means of birth control. The problem with
total legalization of abortion is t har it
makes it too easy for irresponsible couples
to take the convenient way out. Many
teenage girls don't think about what they're
doing when they have sex. I know what
most women must be saying now, "What
about the men. Why is it up to the women
\0 be responsible?" The fact is that the guy
snou1d be just as responsible when having
sex, by all means. He shouldn't just jump
into it blindly either. The only reason why I
mention that women mut be responsible. is
because they are the ones who must suffer.
I'm not saying that it is right, but men can
squirm out of the problem without a
scratch. They can just wal k away and ignore the entire situation, if they are that
heartless and idiotic.
The abortion allows the women to get out
of pregnancy without really thinking about
what actually happened. She doesn't learn
to be more careful the next time. Some
might say that the emotional trauma of having an abortion is so great that the woman
learns to be much more careful the next
time. I'm sure that the emotional feelings
are great, but they don't last for nine months. That's is why it is common for a
woman to have more than one abortion.
To understand why people can't just be
pro-life or pro-choice, we must look at the
five cases of abortion:
CASE ONE: a single (usually a teenager)
wornan discovers she is pregnant and
doesn't want the baby. She might still be in
school or she may be working. She feels
that she is not ready to handle a child
because it might rearrange her life.
CASE ~TO: a married couple plans on
raising children, but at a fut ure date. They
want to wait another two years when they

will be financially sound enough to put the
child through school etc.,; The wife
becomes unexpectedly pregnant.
CASE THREE: a woman is pregnant and
goes to the doctor for tests to be done. The
test results show that there is a 90 percent
chance of the baby being born retarded,
deformed or handicapped in some way.
CASE FOUR: a woman gets raped and
due to this, she becomes pregnant.
CASE FIVE: a woman becomes pregnant
and goes to the doctor for some tests. She
discovers that if she has the baby, it will effect her life physically. She may possibly
die. If. a person is a total pro-lifer or choicer,
you can see where this will be a problem.
You can't deny the right of a woman to live
or even force her to keep a rapist's baby.
You also can't justify killing a potential
person because someone was careless.
There has to be another way, and there is.
There are in fact two ways.
The first way is to compromise. I think
that abortions should be legal, but at the
same time. controlled. If a person wants an
abortion. then they must have an exceptionally good reason for it. One should not
be allowed to abort a baby just because they
don't want it, or it might interfere with
their life. The reason for this control is to
put a limit on abortions. If abortions are
totally legal without questioning, then
women could get abortions at the seventh
month , or even because the time of the
birth might interfere with tile woman's
vacation period. You might ask, "What
about if the mother can't raise the child
financiaflv or pnysicaUy maybe because she
is practically a baby herself?" The answer
brings us to the second way: adoptions.
People forget that this even is an option.
What is wrong with putting the baby in a
home where it will be wanted? There are
thousands of families who wait years, in
some cases, to adopt babies, families who
can't have their own children. People must
be thinking about all the cases they hear on
the news about children abused or killed by
adopted parents. You forget that we are
talking about approximately SO out of every
thousand adoptions that are transacted.
Isn't it better to send a child into the world
with those odds then to kill it from the start
and give it no chance at all? Think about it!
The major problem with adoption is the
question that people raise about the
mother. Should the mother be forced to
carry a baby for nine months? I say she
should. She knew the risk of pregnancy
before she engaged in sex. She must now
have the baby because of this. It is not a
form of punishment, but an act of responsibility, which she didn't show to begin
with.
Abortions shouldn't be illegal. but they:
shouldn't be the best form of birth control I
either. They should be legal but controlled. :
and adoptions should take a major role in :
replacing the frequency of abortions.
!
I

Must it be labeled a successful presidency? Why? Because it lasted two full terms?
Because Reagan was. theoretically, given a
mandate by the American people for his
landslide second-term victory? Because the
stock market soared and stayed artificially
afloat like a helium filled balloon until
Black Monday this past October? Or, were
the Reagan years an unbelievably tragic.
far-reaching blot upon American history?
As the saying goes, only time will tell. But, I
have a feeling it won't be very long before
we find ou. As ye sow, so shall ye reap,
and all that ya know.

Reagan is leaving a.Iegacy or better
yet, a stain upon the very fabric of
A merican society, just as surely as a
thoughtless guest would leave a coffee
cup. ring on your coffee table.
I hate to nitpick, but do you remember
how the Reagan presidency started? Do you
remember what his first official bombshell
decision was? It should be memorable
because, just like a bad earthquake. there
were repercussions, "aftershocks." The first
bombshell decision on Reagan's part involved the tiring of over 11.000 air-traffic
controllers. At the time, the much
ballyhooed decision was perhaps taken as
the warning-shot signal of a new administration, but it did have its aftereffects. In the past year, 1987. planes were
regularly falling out of the sky like oversized hail stones. Statistics don't lie. And. if
you went to a recognized source, you would
find out that the proliferation of air
tragedies this year was a direct result of a
lack of qualified personnel. The new air
traffic controllers were understaffed, inexperienced arid overworked. And. this horrendous situation was a direct result of
Reagan's "get tough" decision. From a
legal standpoi nt , there was a federal injunction prohibi ting the air traffic controllers
from pulling their strike, but there was also
a middle ground available to the President
called arbitration or mediation which he
totally rejected. to the everlasting regret
and sorrow of several hundred deceased
passengers and their families last year.
As the R.eagan years come to a close.
there will remain. for most of us. both clear
and clouded recollections of Reagan the
man, and his presidency. Never were there
more phrases coined: "voodoo
economics," "the trickle down theory."
and "Star Wars" technology. He was. after
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all ..-"The Teflon President." But, I wonder
if we will remember why that phrase was
coined for him years hence. During his
tenure. "more than 110 top Reagan officials had been accused of unethical or
criminal shenanigans that included shady
stock deals, defrauding the government,
financial cover-ups and illegal lobbying."
And I wonder if we will remember the
celebrated Reagan appointee who. early on.
threatened to blow the whistle on the entire
Reagan administration and who had to be
taken to the "woodshed" personally, by
Reagan.

If "We the people" really wanted to. we
could end the war real fast. -A guy sells
drugs and Boom! he's put in jail for 20
years without parole. Imagine the message
that would send. It would be Rip Van
Winkle .all over again. "Kingpin" is
flashing his $100 bills to the neighborhood
kids. The col's arrest him. The next time the
kids sce "Kingpin" he has grey hair. And
[hat's on the first offense for small-time
dealers. For t he big guns and those who
have the nerve to sell drugs again. the death
penalty should be given. That's right. kill
them. Put them out of business for good.
How many are willing to take that risk?
How many are willing to run that red light?
"We the pe-ople" have a great capacity for

Yes. Reagan is leaving a legacy or better
vet, a stain upon the very fabric of
American society. just as surely as a
thoughtless guest would leave a coffee cup
ring on YOliT coffee table. And his was to be
a conservative administration which heralded a return to conservative, homespun
grassroot American values, Instead we had
a president who adopted a policy of benign
neglect for the poor and disadvantaged and
a hands-off policy towards the doubledealing of his political chums. Anybody
who dropped by the V.S. Courthouse in
Washington during the month of December
might have seen the Reagan Administration
winning a line in the Guinness Book of
Records: Most Presidential Pals Caught
Red-Handed.
On one floor you had Michael Deaver,
closest confidant of Ronald and Nancy, being convicted of lying about his multimillion dollar lobbying schemes. In a courtroom down the hall sat Lynn Nofziger,
Reagan's political wizard, being convicted
of influence-peddling charges. One floor
below was Attorney General Ed Meese.
Best Reagan Chum (heaven knows, no
stranger to grand juries and scandals) testifying on the Iran Contra fiasco. Nowhere
within the administration do you see
anyone adhering to any sort or code. Just
an epidemic of shams, scams and scandals
and entirely too much winking at backdoor ,
back stairway deals. This is the legacy of the
administration. Corruption trickles down.
Leadership and ethics are key. If you don't
have that at t he top. it sends out a message.
The "Teflon President" is a title Ronald
Reagan earned and richly deserved.
making wonderful, merr.orable statements.
Let's put our money where our mouths are.
Who cares about these "animals"?
Remember, they are detroying our children.
Remember ~ this is a drug war now ...To win
a war, there are going to be casualties. But
why should the casualties in this war be the
law abiding citizens of our country? Why
should the casualties in this war be young
cops and children? It's about time the bad
guys starr losing the battles. It's about time
the bad guys start realizing it's not worth
the risk.
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A STATUS REPORT
their administration reluctant to
give out information and that they
usually "can't be quoted." He added. "We try to function independently from the adrninistration." Jack Szwerqold, a writer
from
Brooklyn
Co l le g e ts
newspaper. The Kingsman, was
more blunt in his opinion and
stated. "We've been having problems with the administration.
[The] administration doesn't agree
with a lot of things that are published."

By JOHN D. FRANK

Just as Baruch College is just one
part of CUNY, so too is The Ticker
just one of the many student
publications within the University.
Student apathy and sometimes testy
relationships with student government and the college administration
are problems shared by all.
Of the editors involved in CUNY
publications that were interviewed.
the majority of them felt that their
student body was apathetic toward
their college in general. Laurie
Valcarcel, the managing editor of
Lehman College's paper. Meridian.
says, "Student apat hy is so
widespread on our campus that student government can take advan·---o:;ta=g=e:-o=flhe-situation for example.
voting themselves stipends. After
the students are informed of these
situations they (the students) still
don't seem to care." She also mentioned additional evidence of student apathy at Lehman by telling
what happened during the recent
student government elections: Of
the approximate 9,500 matriculated
students at Lehman, only 800
students voted in the elections.
Queens College's Alician Inserro,
editor-in-chief of their newspaper.
QC Quad. also expressed her
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discontent with student apathy at
Queens. Apathy is undoubtedly not
unique at Baruch College and it
does not seem any of t he CUNY
schools have escaped from it.
Questions about newspaper and
school administration relations
resulted in mixed answers.
Members interviewed from Lehman
and Queens indicated their rapport
was satisfactory. But managing
edi tor Yonette Joseph of City C01lege's newspaper. The Campus. expressed that he and his staff found

Relations with student governments seemed to be opposite those
with the administration. Both the
Queens and Leh man College
newspapers. which indicated that
their relationship with their administtation was adequate. thought
their rapport with student government was poor. Contrarily, both
the Brooklyn and City College
newspapers denoted their relationship with administration as being
poor but indicated that they got
along well with student governrnent ,
And do ot her newspapers have <
ir0uble getting writers1 It is in- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
terest ing to note. that Lehman College's paper. Meridian. only has
two people on their entire staff.
.. __ .... - .....,,_...
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Largest Business Schools by Enrollment·
Results of the AACSB 1987-88 and a telephone spot check, as
School Fact Form survey, as . needed, identify the member inreported through the voluntary par- stitutions with the largest reported
ticipation of 335' member' schools business school enrollments for Fall

1987. Figures include students
enrolled full time, as defined by the
school, and total full-time and parttime students.

*As reported thio~ avQtUntary ~ of 335 AACSB member instttuf16ns.-,
Bachelor's Degree Program FALL 1987
Total
1. Bernard M. Baruch College
2. Arizona State University
3. University of Texas at Austin
4. . San Diego State University
5. Michigan State University
6. California State University, Fullerton
Pace University
7.
8. University of Texas at Arlington
9. Texas A&M University
Lone Beach
10. California State Universitv,
'-

Student
Fee Increase

Money Given
to Clubs

By SALVATORE F. BELLUOMO

On Tuesday, March 8, 1988 the
Day Session Student Government
made public the amounts of the increased allocations made to clubs
and st udent organizat ions at
Baruch. These additional funds are
made available from the student activity fee increase 'approved in the
fall.
According to John Paul Patelli,
chairperson of the Day Session Student Council's Fi nance Committee,
"The allocations to the clubs and
organizations were made on the
basis of them coming forward on a
voluntary basis to issue new requests. " Clubs which came forward
received the bulk of the 524,000 set
aside for the additional increase, a
total of 522.913.
The 51,087 which remained was
issued to parties which did not come
forward with additional requests,

The method for issuing the remainder of the funds was based on
how active clubs were. Patelli said.
"The clubs which didn't meet with
us .... we saw how they spent in the
fall and we saw how active they
were in the fall. If they were active
then we gave them a portion of the
money in respect to how active they
werc." Further he added. "Some
clubs were not active at all and
those are the clubs which didn' t get

11,8 I 2
8,850
8,644
7,352
6,882
6,715
6,706
6,575

---.-..-.-..-_-

6,431

- ....-_......-

6.255
Continued from Front Page
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The Report

any money."

The method Patelli used W judge
how t he clubs spent was to check
their expenditures in the ledger in
the treasurer's office. "There is a
possibility that the ledger may have
been incorrect, so the clubs which
got nothing may have deserved
funds." He added that "if the clubs
felt that they should have gotten
money, or that lam wrong with my
numbers, they should gCl to the Appeals Committee."
The amounts allocated to the
clubs ranged from less than one percent to about 6.5 percent of the
$22,913. The organizations which
received the most were Lexicon.
Stage Wise, and Theatertron: they
received $I,SOO each.
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Nott fiit of lIris4 fBlarntU
The original bit of blarney originated with
the Lord of Blarney Castle in Ireland.
~
The castle, beseiged by the English in ~
medieval times, fell to the attackers and an
armistice was discussed. However, the
shrewd lord of the castle did not give up his
old homestead to the English. Instead, he
simply promised surrender.
New promises replaced former promises
and with sweet words and sugary flattery,
the Lord of Blarney kept the commander of
the English troops from taking the castle.
In England .. the court joked about the
English victor who captured Blarney Castle
but couldn't really take it. And blarney
. became synonymous for sweet talk or elo~quence that has power to persuade.

Gaelic Blessing for You
in Honor of .
. St. Patrick's Day

"

May the road ~rise with you t
And the wind always be at your back;
And may the Lord hold you"'"
In the hollow of His hand.
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t'ltamrnck Jnbicatts1flnittl
"How can the one God he three?" the ancient people of Ireland asked.
And Patricius, son of Calpurnius, held up
a three-leafed c1over-a shamrock-and
replied, "Each one of these clovers is made
up of three leaves ... Together, they form one
plant. "
Thus did Saint Patrick teach the people of
God's unity. And to this day, Patrick remains the patron saint of Ireland and the
shamrock, Ireland's nat ional symbol.
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Shamrock Day-March 17

Th~mrock.

a symbol of saiLriCk'S
Day, is a native to Ireland. As you might expect,
it is Ireland's national plant. Even its name
comes from the Irish seamrog, which means
three-leafed.
/
Legend has it that Saint Patrick, who brought
Christianity and freedom [!] to the Emerald Isle,
used the three-leafed shamrock to il!ustrate the
Trinity to an Irish King. And with the shamrock,
the snakes of Ireland were driven into the sea.
Little wonder, then, that the shamrock is held in
such high regard in Ireland.
On Saint Patrick's Day, Irish families search
the SUI founding hills for the small three-leafed
plants which appear in early spring. Once found,
the shamrock is worn as a remembrance
throughout the day, or it is kept iii a locket or
hat band until the following year.
/ When the shamrock was first worn in the
United States is a point of question, but Saint
Patrick's Day has been celebrated here at least
since 1737, when a group of Irish met in Boston
and founded a benevolent group called the
Charitable Irish Society.
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March 17, the anniversary of the death of S1.
Patrick in 461, is celebrated as a national holiday
in Ireland and is commemorated by the Irish the
world over. The day has been observed in
America since colonial days.
S1. Patrick, born around 389, is t he patron of
Ireland and a saint of the Roman Catholic
Church. According to legend, he led a romantic,
adventurous life. At the age of 16, he was captured by Irish pirates who took him from Britain
to Ireland and set him to tending the flocks of a
chieftain in lJlster.
During the six years he spent in slavery, he
underwent a spiritual transformation. Upon
escaping from his master, he fled to the west
coast of Ireland and boarded a ship for Britain.
He had decided to devote himself to religious
work and made his way to the monastery of St.
Martin at Tours, France. After spending almost
two decades on the continen t preparing himself
for his work, Pope Celestine commissioned him
to work in Ireland and he returned in 433, apparently as a consecrated bishop.
Of the legends told about this popular saint,
one of the best known is that he charmed the
snakes of Ireland down to the seashore so they
were driven into the water and drowned.
Another legend maintains that S1. Patrick used the shamrock to illustrate the idea of the
Trinity .
Legend or fact, our hats-green, of course,
because green symbolizes Ireland's gratitude to
the saint-are off to St. Patrick.
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The Dark Side of
Tvvain'sHuckleberry Finn
By CHRISTINA J. TOUFEXIS

.,.-

Mark Twain's view of human nature as
expressed in The Adventure of Huckleberry
Finn is very pessimistic. In three separate
episodes he confirms his negative outlook.
One episode is the Grangerford feud. The
Grangerfords and the Shepherdsons were
two families who had an age-old feud.
Neither of the families could remember
how the feud was started, yet they maintained their hatred toward one another.
Finally: a daughter of the Grangerfords
secretly left with a son of the Stepherdsons.
The outcome was extremely disturbing. The
bitterness between the two families burst into an ugly battle where the men and the
boys were all killed. This brutal ending was
probably Mark Twain's most forceful and

vivid confirmation of his unfavorable view
of human nature. He showed the reader
how people really want to fight. They don't
sit down to try and settle their problems.
Mark Twain mocks the essence of the word
humanity. When he illustrates a man killing
his fellow man with such cruelty and
fierceness in his heart, he portrays humanity in the most adverse light.
Si milarly, by introducing the king and
the duke, Mark Twain continues to express
this view. These two characters were two
frauds who showed no concern for
anyone's well-being or for the feelings of
ot hers. They were selfish and greedy and
were only interested in their own welfare. In
one scene, they pretended to be the brothers

of a deceased man. The daughters of the
dead man were orphans. yet these two people were so immoral that they decided to
rob the orphans of everything they had.
Now this is a sickening thought. How can
anyone be willing to rob children of any
tangible fortunes they may have? It was bad
enough that life robbed them of their
father. For someone to take advantage of
such unfortunate children, is truly inhumane. Mark Twain shows tha: human
nature is evil and deceitful. When someone
is willing to take advantage of someone
else's misfortune rather than to empathize
with them or show some sort of sympathy,
then humanity has no compassion embedded within its nature.

Finally, in one more instance Mark
Twain's negative view of human nature is
further enforced. When Huck Finn was on
his raft with Jim, a runaway slave, his conscience was agonizing him. He didn't know
if he should help Jim escape or if he should
turn him in. This inner struggle Huck experienced was a~struggle between society's
rules and his feelings. The society made its
members be lii~ve that it was wrong to help a
black become free, but it was expected to
keep him in bondage as a slave. Mark
Twain illustrates the perplexity and confusion of human nature. Here, humankind
had a mistaken perspective of how it was
supposed to behave. As a reader, I was accustomed to Mark Twain's "light-hearted"
type of writing and was rather surprised to
interpret such a negative view from this
author's particular work. Although I enjoyed the novel, these events had a strong
impact on me.
lt is unfortunate. but Mark Twain's
negative view of human nature is most vivid
today. There are many events which
strengthen Mark Twain's point, but one
which struck me the most and which upset
me was the slashing of Marla Hanson's
face. Such brutality and wickedness can
make one lose almost all hope for the possible existence of caring people. I asked
myself this question so many times. "How
can anyone be so cruel that he would be
willing to hurt a helpless lady in such a
gruesome and terrifying way?" The merciless and ghast ly act is enough to' make one
shiver at the very thought. Up until this
day, I haven't been able to fully answer my
question. It really makes you sit and
wonder. Is there such a thing as humanity
still existing today?

Money Is What They Want, According to Survey
By JACQUELINE MULHERN
The results of the 1987 Freshman
Survey reveal that Umaking
money" has become an increasingly
important reason for Baruch
students to attend college. Of the
1,447 students surveyed, 75 percent
listed this reason as "very important." This choice was selected by
only six percent in earlier years
(1977-1985). However, this proportion rose dramatically to 74 percent
in 1986 and 75 percent in 1987.
Another reason that gained importance for students choosing
Baruch was their "parents' influence. " Twenty-seven percent of
the freshmen listed this reason as
"very important," up from an
average of 21 percent in earlier
surveys. Shehbal Teilmann, the student research coordinator who conducts the Freshman Survey,
theorized that this "maybe has to do
witli increasing private school
costs. "
The most important reasons for
going to college remained "to obtain a better job" (87 percent) and
"to continue to learn."
A record number of the freshmen
(84 percent) indicated that
"Baruch's academic reputation"
was an important factor in choosing
Baruch instead of another college.
Although 30 percent cited
"Baruch's low tuition" as an incentive, "Baruch's strength in (a) major field" remained the most inSee Page A 11, Column Four
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ed him to fix the pole. the student
stepped onto the elevator. prompting Gresham to shut down the
elevator car. At that time, the
elevator was filled with students going to their morning classes. The
student then tried to enter another
car with the group of students but
another guard blocked the group's
entrance on Gresham's instruction.
When' asked why he badgered a
student for such a minor incident
and thereby caused an elevator full
of students to be late. Gresham
said. "I asked him to move it back;
I asked him and he wouldn't."
Vincent lannaco, associate director of security at Baruch, quoted
the official report. saying, "The
student became angered after realizing that there were only two working elevators and pushed his way up
to the front of the line, moving the
pole. He was asked to move the
pole back and refused to do so."
Iannaco believed this to be one
incident of t he many that occur in
46 E. 26th St. He planned an investigation of this incident, because
Gresham has had an outstanding
record with the college and was
August's "Guard of the Month."
This is part if the college's program
10 improve the quality of security
service at Baruch ..
Security services are contracted
to National Guard. which hires
guards meeting minimum guidelines
drawn up by Baruch. Each guard
must possess a high school diploma
or equivalent. pass a test for competency in English (m order to complete reports and communicate with
students), have a satisfactory rating
on their last -job, pass a rigorous
background check and. most important. not have any history of
cont rolled substance abuse.
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Navy

Scholarship
The United States Navy has a college degree completion program
that can ease the financial hardship
for serious students.
College juniors can join the
Navy, receive full pay and
allowances and never don a
On Thursday. March 24. the
uni form or set foot in a Navy
Philip Marris Business Journalism
building-except to collect the
Lecture Series and Dollars and
twice-a-month paycheck -until
Sense, the Baruch College business
after graduation. At that point they
review. will present "Ethics and
become officers and are required
Journalism. "
to serve at least four years of active
Speaking on this topic will be:
duty.
Sheldon Zalaznick, managing
Although the program is open to
editor of Forbes; John Corry,
all U.S. citizens. according to
managing editor of The Bond
Lieutenant William C. Lathon, a
Buyer; and Frederick Andrews,
New York area recruiter, "The probusiness-financial news editor of
gram is designed for black and
The New York Times.
Hispanic students." The lieutenant
All are invited to this lecture that
will be held in the Third Floor said 80 percent of the selectees have
Lounge in 135 E 22nd St. the Ad- historically been minority students.
The financial benefits of the proministrative Center.
gram are substantial. In the New
York area, students could draw as
much as $1,200 a month just for going to class and maintaining an acceptable grade point average. Those
who make the dean's list can be
promoted and make even more.
There are qualifications. Applicants must be at least 18 but not
Two branches of the New York
more than 25 and meet the Navy's
Public Library will host a free infor- physical standards. There are no
mational program for immigrants restrictions regarding marital status
applying to the City University (If
but applicants must be enrolled or
New York. Debbie Jefferson. C0<'r- accepted in a four-year college with
dinator of International Student
at least 60 semester hours (90
....jl1arter hours) of credit and have a
Services at CUNY. will outline sercumulative grade point average of
vices available to immigrants and
their families in her discussion. The 3.0 (2.8 if enrolled in an engineering
first presentation is scheduled (1n curriculum). Selectees must have an
Saturday. March 5. at 2 p.m , in the approved completion plan and be
auditorium of the Fordham Library able to complete requirements for a
Center. 2556 Bainbridge Avenue in
bachelor's degree within 24 or 36
the Bronx. The second is on Sat ur- months, depending on the type of
day~March 19. at .2_~.~: .in the Sixth .. degree sought.

Journalism
Lecture

Immigrant
Information

More information is available at
the Navy Recruiting District office.
-197S Hempstead "Turnpike in' "East
~ea~tQ~..1_~~~~y..JJeL~ph~n~ number
(516) 683~2500"

CIS
Office &
Secretarial

Powell said, "Applicants must be
the natural or legally-adopted son
or

daug"~eT"

of

an

Honorably

Discharged veteran who served on
acllve-ir11Tilary . duly in. Toe
Viet nam theater of war from
August I. 1964 to May 8. 1975. who
was: Killed in action; died ~in country;' listed as missing in action; a
prisoner of war; disabled with 100
Who will host the St. J0h n's percent service-connected rating; or
Redmen this week? What are the rated as 100 percent disabled for
hours of Columbia's annual arts Veterans Administration pension
...
and crafts fair? When does the C0n- purposes. as a result of a spinal
cord injury or disease (such as
cert series begin at CUNY?
If you want to know "what's hot multiple sclerosis)."
Each scholarship grant will be
and what's not " at New York City
colleges and universities, call the $1.500 and applicants must be
HOT 103 College Town Hotline at enrolled in. or accepted byvan accredited four-year institution of
(212) 391-7833.
A joint community service of the higher learning. The student's
Association for a Better New York academic performance, community
and WQHT, HOT 103 Radio, the and extracurricular activities, as
station's own popular air person- well as financial need will be conality. Deborah, will record a listing sidered in the award criteria.
of sports, cultural. entertainment,
Powell added that completed apsocial and academic events taking plications and required submissions
place each week on many of the 88 must be postmarked no later than
colleges and universities in New May 31 .t 988.
For an application or more inforYork City.
"One of the best things about be- . mation, contact: Scholarship C0m·
ing a student in New York City io.; mittee; c/o Paralyzed Veterans
having the chance tot ake part in the
America; 801 18th s.., N.W.;
exciting cultural and social event") Washington, D.C. 20006; or, congoing on at schools across t he city," suit your telephone book for the
notes Lewis Rudin, chairman of (he
PV A Service Office or Chapter
Association for a Beller New York.
nearest you.
The PYA/Youth for Vietnam
"ABNY's College Town Program
Veterans Scholarship Fund was inis proud to work wi th H0t 103 in
sponsoring this h0tline."
itiated by a group of students at the
The HOT 103 College Town
University of Kansas in Lawrence,
Hotline is operational 24 hours a
KS. It is funded by the proceeds of
day. seven days a week, with up- a Veterans Day benefit concert
dates of current campus events
which featured musicians David
changing weekly.
Crosby. Stephen Stills. John Fogerty. and George Thorogood and the
Delaware Destroyers. Peter Fonda
served as emcee.
The Paralyzed Veterans of
America. a veterans service
Applications now are being ac- organization chartered by the U :S.
cepted for the PVA/Youth for Viet- Congress. has for more than four ...,
nam Veterans Scholarship Fund. decades served the needs of its
announced by R. Jack Powell. ex- members-all of whom have
ecutive director of the Paralyzed catastrophic paralysis caused by
spinal .cord injury 9~ disease.
~ Veterans of America (PV A)~. ~ . ~

College
Town

-

or

Veterans'
Scholarship

-
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What good is a blood donor?

-

By SALVATORE F. BELLUOMO Month committee, "I first asked
In last issue's article and inter- the Reverend to attend the panel
view with the Reverend Al Sharp- discussion at my church. Later I
ton, Sharpton stated that the ar- called his office and was told to give
rangements for him to speak at a time and date, after which his
Baruch College had not been for- secretary said the date of the
malized and that he had been meeting was confirmed." At this
unaware of the date of the meeting. .point Odom believed Sharpton
According to Alfred Odorn, would attend, stating: "I expected
chairperson of the Black History him to come [because) the secretary

Dates to Remember
March 15,

Tuesday

March 24,

Thursday

For people who are burned pretty bad. For people who

March 25,

Friday

go through windshields and red lights. For new mothers

March 29,

Tuesday

wrong place at the wrong time. For the very tired with severe
anemia. For people who run into things. For people who
are in a .ot worse shape than most people you know

A blood donor is good for

life

....

---

.

.~--

15 5 E. 24 t 11 5 t. Ra am 5 22
I

THURS., MARCH 24 -- -137 E. 22nd St., 2nd Floor
9 :0 0 a. rn. - 4: 1 5 pO. m .

•

Give Blood

To Schedule an Appointment,
Contact: Baruch College
Student Activities Center-Rm.Itrd,
725-3057.

Friday

PUTTIN' ON THE HITS
- ,

*T-.

-

BARUCH COLLEGE

OO~BE SHY

T

COME ON BY
1'1
JUST PICK A SONG
NO FOLLOW ALONG

.4

LETTERS

WED., MARCH 23 -- 360 Park Ave. So., Room 1750 ABC

-

April 1,

Candidacy

i

TU ES., MAR C H 2 2 - -

Resolve incomplete and absent
grades from last semester
(undergraduate)
Resign
from
classes
for
undergraduate
students
Apply for graduation for current
term
- follow Friday schedule
- deadline for filing Declaration of
Candidacy forms for day, evening
and graduate student government
elections
Spri ng Recess begi ns; classes
resume April 11

Continued from Front Page

According to students, the present government has done a good
job thus far, but the foundation of
the USA platform is improvement .
Vice President George Bush as a
"First and foremost:' he said, "I
speaker.
would like to run a more efficient
Other ideas, according to Patelli,
and effective government."
include
PateIli said, "The council
members are overworked" and to
- expanding intercollegiate comalleviate this problem, if elected, he
munication by encouraging
intends to revamp the government
more parties and events Uto
somewhat- so mar committees can
build a rapport with the other
meet on Tuesdays during the altercotleges-witttin-CUNY.-~
s - nate-ctub-hours"l)eriod 'because it-isdifficult for government members
- becoming more involved with
the University Student Senate to conduct both council and comto "put Baruch into the realm - mittee meetings on Thursdays.
Tuesday's committee meeting
of communication within
minutes would then be forward to
CUNY."
Thursday's council meetings.
- work on the school administration giving more consideration
The USA party shares some of
to Baruch's athletic teams in
the hopes of the Concerned Baruch
Students (CBS) party led by Peter
terms of facilities and better
locker room security.
Agro, another candidate for DSSG
president. PatelIi, intends -to hold
- administering student quesseminars during the summer to
tionaires to identify student
prepare st uden t government
concerns and problems as "a
members for the school year, as
way of getting in touch with
does Agro. According to Stubbs,
the students."
"We would like to purchase a computer to cut down on the paperwork
for the clubs." The computer, said
I Stubbs, would be used to store club
(Continued from Page 2)
l chartering and budget information.
chart formations are optical illu- The CBS party has also proposed
sions! We expect to find more cornv : this idea.
plicated attractors due to the I
In some ways, the USA party
non-linear relationships observed in: wishes only to continue what the
chaotic systems. To accomplish this i present government has initiated
we have to use at least three-: this year. For instance, Stubbs said
dimensional spaces with axes cor- i he would like to keep the legal
responding to differentials of prices : assistance program begun by the :
(momenta) and other quantities.
: DSSG and utilize the collective coThe second step would be a study . sponsorship program more "((1
of the transition to chaos. This draw the ethnically and racially
might develop as a result of infinite- diversified groups of the CollegeIy increasing the number of attrac- I together."
tors. The third step would be the;
Patelli called the members of the
development of a unified theory to I USA party's ticket. "Strong. amexplain chaos in the futures II bitious, energetic and intelligent,
markets. The last step would be the the people I picked stood our. Thev
development of a trading system i were chosen especially for this pur- i
based on our theory. The sponsors pose. We're hoping for a bigger and !
of this project will have the power brighter Baruch."
,
Patelli said, "I have t he e\to veto the publication of this!
trading system and keep it in-house perience, I have this leadership
as a proprietary system.
quality in me." In addition to his
If you or any of your readers work on the DSSG. he is the caphave any questions. please let me tain of Baruch's archery team.
know.
I
Stubbs was the co-chairperson of
Sincerely.
Black History Month. and has served as the president and viceBasil V~nilis
Adjunct Professor
president of the Black Students
of Futures Trading
Organization.

said it was in his date book. "
,
Later, when Odom discussed
with Sharpton his reason for his
absence, he said, according to
Odorn, that a follow-up letter
should have been sent. This was not
explained by Sharpton's secretary.
Odom feels Sharpton's absence
was the result of a lack of information, and that no one is to blame.

MarchiApril 1988

/

needing a transfusion. For new babies who need a complete
change of blood supply. For peol3le having open-heart
surgery. For cancer patients. For people with a severe
case of hepatitis. For kids who fallout of trees or whatever.

-

-R

LACK OF INFORMATION:CA USE OF SHARPTON'S ABSENCE

A blood donor IS good for people being operated on. For
somebody with leukemia. For barefoot kids who aren't
careful. For people into feudin' and fightm' For hemophiliacs
so they can be as normal as possible. For daredevils. For
people undergoing dialysis while waiting for a kidney
transp-lant. For people who fool around with guns. For little
kids who manage to uncap a bottle of something poison.

For anybody any age with bleeding ulcers. For people in the

Page All

SIGN UP FOR BARUCH'S

I
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LIP SYNC CONTEST

.,11(£

~'ll IN THE D.S.S.G. OFFICE ROOM 409
or
ON THE FIRST FLOOR AT
THE INFORMATION DESK
tYff7JX ${}f!Jl

~(jJfJl@/Y:JtCJI

J!it flJtudenr Cflente't

NOW UNTIL MARCH 18th

I

BE
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BUSINESS
interest rates and guarantees a .....~~u.,::u~..i~.s.u._.r~. .nc.. e_t..ha
... t raise the
tower return. , -1n'~fl,-IoweF" ~......
.
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Selecting

::~:~illm

a Li.fe

Policy
By NANNEI*IE F. GORDON
Before purchasing a Life i n.mrancePolicy, one important queslion is whether you need insurance
atall. If YQudecide you do, quality
cost, are two considerations'
necessary in a life policy purchase,
said Peter Wolff, president of The
Wolff Planning Group.
~'Considering cost, is usually a

is

.

.

'.

no cash value builds because th~reisBy JOHNNY TSE
no savings or investment involved.
One such policy is term insurance.
Term insurance' is for anyone
'under 40 facing great financial
responsibilities. The most
form is the~ilJlnual renewatKeJ.team:.
Here, an annual premium is .paid.

Variable life (Straight life), offers
interest rates based on fixed-income
investments. You direct Some or all
of the cash value into the securities
market, usually through mutual
funds.
4'Variable life is not appropriate as.
primary life Jnsurance because its
value hinges on investment perfor-

,'.

......

"

'.

.

.

.'

common

March 15, 1988..

and"

'

..

pre--determine~ cashvaluc:s .an~dia·btnefif: ·d~~$:~>ii:.:mn::·-'~StitCil.:·:~~atlae.all!CAI~.~
.... iIt~:_ _I!:'~~l~".:
rate
not keep up With double-digit YIelds T~rms may ~ be convertl,ble. If <:prw
.,~·reser:v~.~.~~. . ~~:~:<!l?~.!~~o:~
of money-market funds," stated
this .term has re-entry rules, you ~mentC?f.Sta~e•.1'ti~~au()WS-"y()tIet():~~::lR~~mWolff.
must requalitY mediCalTy"'in"'a S'tiltttan~':onlitle.·" ..·."':"~,·~··", ... ·;';.,.7~"~~ ":..,,"~...~,.:.,~,, .., ..,~ . .:::~." " ..,. -.
Whole life is. the traditional per- number of years. But, if you switch l
P~naJ cornputers.~~·~ilabte ,tothe.~~~ts ~.,~~·j)ersoll
combination·... of . premium vpaid, maJleJlt insurance. You pay a fired lo.w1:lQlc or u~i~ lif.e a ll1~iCAI .tbroughJhe6ld~~:~~IUiO'9&Yt~.~I<J.'N~Q1C-~.cf;:the
guaranteed values' and dividends' premium based on the age at which examination is not reQUired. ... '''''''''~:' ··peisonar~~~tO~~~~:~at'P'!~~:~·
credited to parricipatingpolicies, or you enroll. Some money goes to the
. HTo determine which type of nowhea.rd·::~~/·~·~:,,·WiI':~>my~~~>~;"~on
.rrifc~f1';procestOC
interest credited to accumulation company for commissions, ex- policy is appropriate ,fOT 'you, you to~.~~.,R~.~ltny:::~~~~da
. .at~~~~.:mthe~priv.acyof
accounts o.f other policies, such' as penses and profits. Part pays for should be familiar. with the policies. one s ~tht~;.t~~~:;'qt~~~~m~~ns featureo~,~be OOIDQJniversallife," said Marilyn Lum," protection, and the rest goes to your Similarly, to choose a company, . puter Wlth!ftt~asstst~~~~~~..•...
<>:
mutual Iife
manager at savings fund.
you should know the stat~~history : The ~.aoo:~:fieldbaSbeen:.~r~.~ by t¥:~l1c~of.
Principal Life..
This cash value grows at an in- and strength of the company that . desk-top . publishing.~oft~.;.~: softwan:s_an.~w any lndivJ(iuaJ.or
N.,h. " ' . ' .

w.

'.

•.•••

..:

•

hbio1certlge

. With universal life, 'flexiblepremium adjustable life,' unlike
.straight life, the interest rate can go
up or down and your cash value can
go up or down as the issue decides.
As a result, you may vary
premiums, sending extra money
when rates are high or skipping
premiums when you are short of
cash.
~ather t.han p~y?ng ?ividends on
uOIv.ersal life PO~IC)es, mterest r~tes
cred1t~ to the Investment portion J
.are raised. or .mo~thl~. charges are
c~t. Investme~t risk 15 transferred,
to you by the insurer who controls

t
I

Ex-Chair

Announces
"'\\'e , at the Programming Board,
decided that students shou ld pay a
little money for better entertainment which they were not
receiving." This idea was put into
effect and students paid a small
amount of money when "Mama, I
Want To Sing," was brought to
Baruch.
"It drew the largest
number of students. indicating better entertainment was appreciated
by the student body," remarked
Boisson.
In addition to Hoisson's
aforementioned activities, he has
served as the chairperson of the Student Elections and Governance
Review Committee, . 'the committee
that overviews the election procedures," Boisson explained.
"Elections on campus are done by
an outside contractor.
Because
there was cost involved. we trained
students to do it last year, which
reduced the cost."
Boisson has also worked with lhe
disabled and a tutor. He said, "Interacting with students through my
active participation on differrent
levels at Baruch, has given mea
chance to understand the needs
of the' students. I have also become
aware of what the student body
lacks.' ,
"I a~ concerned not only with
providi ng entertai nment to the
students, i.e. clubs and events, but
with education,"
explained
Boisson. "In this respect, I believe
the entire student body has not been
truly represented by the government, which is their function. I
read their constitution and support
it, but I don't see it being utilized to
its full capacity," he continued.
"A lot pertains to the clubs and
organizations. This is good but the
student body as a whole needs to be

served. "

terest rate determined by the in- stands behind the policy as comsurer, Borrowing against the cash pared to others, H said Lum.
value at low fixed rates causes
At Principii Life, H we use a ~curvariable loan charges. Dividends. a
rent yield' .. dividend method which
refund of a premium that snbse- means that dividends illustrated and
quent experience shows was 100 credited reflect current investment
high, are the keystone of par- conditions;" said Lum. Principal is'
ticipating whole life. As a mutual a mutual company, .has no
policy owner, you are one of tile stockholders who benefit from their
cmpany's legal owners. "Your en- earnings. In terms of individual,
tire premium on a whole life can be
Lum said Uthat they are calculated
paid off after ten to 15 years. Or under their current scale (actually
you can continue to pay premiums' paid OT credited today)."
le t l.he~ividends b':l~ whatare caJl-: ._ . "Your p<>1~~y is(mly~as$~ .~,
ed, paid-up additions;'
stated that company that issues It,"
Lum. These are small extra
remarked Wolff.

I

Boisson said clubs need to be encouraged to take on more responsibilities. "Finanees, I understand,
are a restrictive factor. This is why \
co-sponsorship is the solution," he I
said. ','Co-spons.ors.hip's o:f'igimll 1
purpose was to get clubs to forma·
communal relationship. Instead, t
they are getting together because!
they nted money."
\
Other suggestions, Boisson 'I
made: more appropriate studying
facilities such as study lounge that
could be open 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. "This is not a major I
expense because security is here 24!
hours a dav."
Also, st~dents should get a voice
in tenns of maintenance. Students
would evaluate Registrar's Office,
Curricular Guidance and Financial Aid. "This would ·allow those
in charge of these offices to know
what area to gear in assisting
students. These student evaluations
would be represented by the student
government," he said.

Continued from Front Page

I

I

Continued from Front Page

Giuliani
Political corruption is another
I

form of white collar crime which

Giuliani stated "has gotten way Oul
of hand." As recently as tW{) or
three years ago, some of the most
powerful politicians looked upon
public office as something not in
the public interest. but for their
own benefit
he added. Giuliani
went on to cite one FBI case in
which an agent posed as a highway
contractor and bribed 106 politicians. Only one refused, and his
reason for declining was not
because of illegality, but because
the sum offered 10 him was too
low.
The example drew laughs
from the audience.
The laughter quickly ended when
Gillliani changed to the topic of
drllg enforcement, which he
described as a pressing issue since
"the U.S. has the worst drug pro-

-ARTS &
FEATURES

TheC.omput:e.t].-$n--:----

bU~ds~~:~~e~:~=~;J:

charged unlike variable

.'.("~,.:r~

company to creatt'fii1al~'tbatmatoh t~e qtl8nty.or~~on
at reduced cost$~·~~~tscan now be created OIl tbe~ee~ (If the
comp~ter .AdY.ertlSl~~ ~.can now show. many more ~p~of
. ad~erttsements totllet~c~n.ts Without theexpensive cost ofprod~ltby
eu:t1sts and ~yout deSlgne!S manuany. Time and laborcosts are reduced
with the8SS1st~ of tbe softw~e~ .
.
The field of mvestment,esJ'e'C~ythestock brokerage, has grown to rely
on the computer as the record keeper. The computer keeps tracks of
orde~ and trad~ that take place on.the market.
- With the continued advanceme.nt m comp~ter. t~nology ~ the software d~velopment, the co~puter 15 evergrowmg m Importance 1D aU fie!ds.
of bUS1~S and. personal life, Managers and corporate~.of!i<=:ersrely 091Rformatl?n obtal:~ed by th~ .c::omP1Jterthrough da~a*~to make better
.an~ quicker b?SIness decisions.. It has ass~ed the .bOring and tedious
~nes ofmanktndand heipedto--lI'ftpl'O\'e"theliYeSof·maRY...Computers.are
WIth us to stay.

an

blern of any industrial nation." He
Continued from 4/2
added that. . etrugs total between
an $100 billion to $150 billion in- II
dustry in the U.S. "
I
Giuliani streSsed that we as a 1
society ne~d to educate ourselves to ;
'.
.
..
the dangeT's of drugs, and change
the favorable image that narcotics 1 flu~ttat reason (86 percent) for atreceived during the 1960s and '70s. : tendmg the College.
.
"The drug problem today did not I Accountancy has. agam become
evol~e from the.supernatural o.r by ; Ihe most popular maJor (38 percent)
magIc-the mOVIes and the mUSiC of I for freshmen .. The numb~r ?f
that era, and people such as i students wh? mlend. to major In
Timothy Leary, built it up," he: com.puter m.formatlon systems
said. Giuliani assessed that those dechned. to SIX percent f~om the
messages 'kids in inner city record hIgh of 20. percent m 19~3.
neighborhoods get while watching T~e fi~ance and .Invest~ent major
dealers prospoer,perpetuates the ape j Inpled In populanty to nme.rercent
peal of drugs.
last year sl.nce three percent In 1982.
To combat the publics infatua- . The major conc.erns for f:eshmen
tion with experimenting with drugs, In school are Sldl finanCIal proGiuliani proposed a policy of ar- ble~s; however, the percentage
resting buyers as well as sellers. He dechn.ed to 43 percent I~st year
explained that "instilling fear in from Its peak of 54 percent. m 1982.
recreational users (as opposed to Secondary problems ~entJOned .by
addicts) will erode a large segment students were concernmg a~adem)cs
of the narcotics market." He .(29 percent), personal hfe and
pointed out that "a similar experi.. employment (13 ?ercent).
.
ment worked recently uptown in
Students perceIved themselves In
Washi ngton Heigh ts \\;hen 60
Sources of Financial Aid
buyers were prosecuted for purchasing crack."
Giuliani closed his lecture by
stating that "we have to get crime
and drugs under control, or else
America will not be a productive
country past the year 2,000."
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less need for remedial wntmg instruction (26 percent this year; 24
percent in 1986). but they felt an increased need for help with their
reading ski~ls (14 percent).
Thepro-po.rtiott..of s~uqents who
idelltiiled themselves as politically
"liberal" increased from 23 percent
in 1983 to 26 percent in 1987. The
majority of freshmen consider
themselves ' 'middle-of-the-road, "
although the proportion has declined from 59 percent in 1984 to 53
percent in 1987. The number of
"consrvative" students remained
approximately 19 percent.
The Baruch Freshman Survey
was modelled upon the University
of California's national survey of
freshmen. The primary purpose of
the survey is to determine the
background and attitudes of the
entering freshman class. The data is
used to assist Baruch's administration in decision-making processes.
It is also used by professors for
research purposes and as a tool for
understanding their students.

63%

STUDENT SURV(V
GUrDE

HELP IS
ON THE
WAY
By JERRY TAN

Elizabeth Toepfer is the coordinator of
Helpline, a counseling organization providing free services to students in private
matters.
Suppose a student has difficulty in finding and apartment. Helpline can help.
They usually refer students to other
organizations within Baruch or see students
on a private basis.
Toepfer says jhat roughly 40 percent of
all the students requesting Helpline's services during the Fall of '87 term had housIng concerns.
,
:-:
"Sometimes, when a student first comes
1ookift8 f.ol".an apartment. we found out
....,.....~it__y·be'·becauSeorpreb1etri5 at
. home, or with family." she explains.
.
_Thirty..JiY~.~!"~!l.! _of .the ~udents came
to.Helpline for general information. These_.
were the students referred to other
organizations. Some needed information
about what services were available to
students, such as empioymem or tuition
assistance.
T\l,;enty percent nf the st uden Is came wit h
problems they had in sehoul. or at home.
Some wen: medical. These ':alb \'\-ere n()[
uncommon during last sernes[ er.
Five percent of the calls received were
categorized under, "crisis.' ~ A student
volunteer at Helpline explained that calls
concerning substance abuse were sometimes
made, either from the victim directly, or
from the friend/family of someone being
abused.
Helpline's office is located on the fifth
floor of the Baruch building a( 360 Park
Ave. So. Room 516. The phone
number is 725-4177. It is a student run service for all Baruch 's(udents, who need information, help with a problem, or just someone to listen.
"Sometimes," Toepfer said, "'people
come in asking for a pen·or masking tape."
"Jo problem is too small for Helpline..
Students who volunteer their time to
become Helpline members must attend a
training program. The program is taught by
counselors. Students are taught interpersonal skills and about the importance of
maintaining
confidentiality
after
students contact them.
Helpline provides brochures on various
subjects. like alcohol and drug abuse and
sexual abuse. Helpline makes referrals
when necessary and does reading for the
visually impaired.
Toepfer became Helpline coordinator in
the fall of 1987. She had been the resident
director of the Student Life Program and·
faculty advisor for the Nightline Crisis at
Barnard College. She holds a' master's·
degree in education and counseling in
psychology from Teachers' College at Columbia University.
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Fighting. Crime by Changing
Attitndesthroogb Education
Rudolph W. Giuliani. Speaks at Baruch.
By LINDA ZUECH
An FBI agent posed as a corrupt business
man and offered bribes to 106 public officials in the State of New York. One
hundred-five out of the 106 took the .bribe
and was filmed doing so. The l06th explained why he would not take the money. "He
wouldn't take the money, not because it
was illegal, not because it was immoral and
not because he was afraid of being caught,
it was because he was not being offered
enough."
This was an example Rudolph W.
Giuliani, United States District Attorney
for the Southern District of New York~ used to show just how entrenched corruption
is in the State of New York when he spoke
at Baruch on Thursday, March 10..
However, Giuliani asserted that there is a'
problem with criminal and corrupt behavior
that is far more widespread than New York
State, it is a national crisis.
According to Giuliani," Americans
murder each other ten times as often as peo- •
,_ .'. pie ~~ .~~,and-'~'tjmes~~~~~~as .~,._ .

.

··Japan..., ~.. ~ .,-••u.~ ,:~~>&=:',l;
. . ~...,.~_-... _.~~~~~:r.,~.~ . .
-ptlysic8tIy'hfmn ea&otJJer at 'greater"riltc!si"- , .
than many other nations-. He smd, uWe

hlft'e to ask 6arselwcs... Wh" life AIIleAeeAS -.- named Mart' Rich abated 9Q biUigQ --W...'somuch more prone to Vtoteuce?"·He--atso·
faXe5r.-Gtttlieni said Htet=e t:iad-'na.-er-8efoi:esaid other countries have drug problems.
been a case where such an amount of
but there is no other society that has it ar
money was involved. However, since then
the level we do in America.
there have been seven or eight cases which
Giuliani illustrated crime found in Ihe
involved amounts e"ceeding the Rich case.
uPr'er socio-economic level of society with a
He described abaters as people with more
case he worked on several years ago. A man
money rhan anyone could spend in a life

time. putting .-IIlOlle.Y_.--u..l4.V._...a.r.lL--l......~-IJ,. . . .J-_..._.__

~.SO-that ~-tAe·y.·wiU .AOf.- haw-..fO.-ft:J!!!r-itI~

small part of it.
Giuliani then outlined the two things
which he fell would most help turn around
lhe present crime/ethics problem in
America. Firslly. he said, we as Americans
See "F;ghtin~" POKe BS

ON THE OTHER SIDE OF
THE CHINESE WALL
AN AMERICAN LAWYER IN THAILAND
Centuries ago, far from his home in the
north, Li Po had grown weary of the
endless days of travelling alone and the
searing nights sweating on a hard, flat
bunk ..The gummy smell of summer was uncomfortable, and again and again his
thoughts wandered towards his home in the
cool and serene mountains. His body ached
and his faith dwindled. When will he ever
reach that someplace?
With darkness falling all around him. Li
Po lodged in a traveler's inn at the side of a
sparse forest. The humid August air made
his shirt stick. He entered his stuffy room
and unbuttoned his shirt. A small side window was slightly open. Summer's breath
seeped slowly in and carried with it, tne
lyrical music of the night. He lit a candle to
read, but the flickering shadows of his profile flittered and cast ripples onto the far
wall. Li Po became distracted, and fatigue
fell fast upon him. Soon., he drifted towards
an all-encompassing sleep...
[mages of a winter wonderland played.
At this time of year, his village would have
been covered with inches of' snow-cool.
white, wonderful snow!
The excitement stirred his blood and
awoke him not with a start or a jOlt, but.
with a calm feeling. His candle had
died out. The r()()J1l was embalmed iii
silence. Li Po shivered as he

By JERRY TAN
groped for a match, he suddenly believed he
was home again, ·fOT right before his very
eyes was the magic of winter, and,
The window invites LU1Ul to pour into my room.

Dr. SkpIwa S-a.t . . . . . . ill

sa'.a"".

Silky beams that ptli1l' the floor like frost;
IIi/I my eyes to view the S6ur~ of while wonder.
And1~ litem bum
anger in billeT deaption...
Thus reads a boerat
I) Po·s

wiJ"

tnlnstation-of

maslerpiece. who was one of the greatest
poets of the Tang Dynasty. These are four
lines of pentameter (rhyme scheme aaba)
inscribed upon the heart of every Chinese,
for its theme is incredibly relevant even
today-the weary traveler longing fOf
home, who is deeived into thinking that he
has returned! How many times do these
same feelings tempt and torment the
modern temper?
A misunderstood land of rare beauty.
China has always captivated the imagination with wonder and marvel. She boasts
the world's oldest living civilization and the
most populous stale. Several inventions
were born in her history's fabric which
historians sometimes incorrectly attribule
to other sources-the first mechanical
clock, the first match, the se;smograph, the
first oil drill, the fast roc:ke1, the rlIst
movabl~-block printing... the list goes on.
Two months ago, Dr·. St~phen Sussan"
accompanied by his wife, Marian, visited
the People's Republic of China.Sussna
served as an advisor to governmental officias in Beijing and Shanghai. He lectured
on land use regulation and environmental
law in the United States.. But Sussan'5 audience unexpectedly impressed him, UWhat
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CRUSADER F'OR FREE EDUCAliON
Leo Benjamin is an adamant crusader of
free tuition and also a graduate of the City
University of New York. namely City College. Benjamin is the founder and historian
of an organization which propagates his
cause. known as the Committee for Equality in Education. Their motto is "Beautify
America With Love and Literacy." Having
been in existence since 1984. this committee
published a monthly newsletter called The
University Times, which is presently
. suspended due to lack of sufficient funds.
Benjamin was born in Elmira. NY. in
1911. He graduated from DeWitt Clinton
High School in 1929. and attained his BA
and MA degrees in the 19305. During the
Great Depression. he taught at the New
York City Public School for three years.
and then went on to work 26 years for the
US Pharmaceutical Corp. of New York.
Our Beloved Memory of Free Tuition, is
a 32-page brochure. written by Leo Ben-

By USDA DYAL

about a Constitutional Amendment to
establish permanency of free higher education.
He says, "Without education there can
be no progress in this world. We must have
more and better education in this country,
for this is the foundation of a happy society." Benjamin went on to point out that
many European countries provide free
higher education. Russia. at one time 75
percent illiterate. is now not "at all so.
However. in America. at least 20 percent of
the population is illiterate. This is not to
mention the untold millions who are in a
condition at least near to being illiterate.
"This is a terrible thing." says Benjamin.
"Free tuition could make the difference.
America has become a backward nation. in
this sense. as compared to other countries."
Benjamin dreams of a day to come when
his committee. which currently has a
rnern bership of about 300. will be expanded

j~min. This focused on the blessings of free
hlg.her education. and has been highly acclaImed. by scholars and politicians. "We
are trying to advocate an educational
awakening," says Beniarnin

During the era which he attended the
CUNY at City College. the school's population was approximately 3.000. The location
was the same as it is today, uptown, between 140th and 145th Streets, in collegiate
gothic style buildings. Due to the lack of
"open enrollment at that time, acceptance to
the City University was more prestigious
than it is today. as well as more competitive.
The status of being a free tuition public
University was lost by CUNY in 1976,
which was then attributed to the financial
crisis of the 1970's. The objective of Benjamin's committee is to eventually bring

THE NO$TS WITH THE MOST
THE Mg MBOYS ROCK THE HOUSE

to millions. Their present activities include
meetings and rallies-to promote their cause,
and they desire to be established on every
campus "of CUNY. "Educati.on should be a
basic human right, no longer necessary to
be bought by money," he says.

By DIANE LEPPEK

Still. he realizes the difficulty involved in
their undertaking. First of all, the movement receives much pressure from the
private universities. who are against their
proposal. for fear that it may affect their
enrollment. Also, as he says, "Human
nature is tradition-bound. hard to change.
Many people will believe in free tuition, but
few would assume any responsibility. People are selfish. and they just don't want to
get involved."

Ever wondered where to go on a Friday
or Saturday night after seeing some
overblown movie you waited on line for a
couple of hours to see? For the most part.
the club "scene has gotten pretty humdrum
lately. It seems like they only give out
special passes for Wednesday nights. It is
not worth it to go out to a club on the
weekend. They're too expensive. too
crowded, and too hot.- That's hot as in
sweaty, not music. It's still possible to find
a good club by word of mouth, however.
and that's what this article is for. Emerging
from the disparity of the Wednesday
Palladium and 10-18 passes are two guys
from Baruch who call themselves the M &
M Boys.
Ever since High School, the M & M's
(real names, Marty and Mauricio) have
been interested in promoting special events
such as dances. "It's pretty much word of
mouth:' said Mauricio, "You do one event
and it goes over well, then you do another.
Pretty soon people are gonna notice that
you can put-on a good party and get lots of
people. "
The M, & M Boys are both seniors. Marty's a marketing major, Mauricio, a finance
major. They're goal is to promote college
night for students at some of the top name
clubs. They are attempting to create a
rotating club geared to students which
mec.s at different spots every week.
They do all the promotions for the parties. They make up the passes and give them
out. They make sure they reach the right
people and not draw the wrong crowd.
When T met them it was at their college
mght party at the California Club on 43rd
Street bet~een liathan·s and Shout.

Nevertheless, Benjamin and his Committee stand strongly behind their cause and
will undoubtedly continue in that path.
Says Benjami n , "Education is a continuous, life-long process from cradle to
grave. No one should be denied this right.
We are supposed to be a free country; free
education should be one of our liberties."

SUSSNA TOURING CHINA
(Continued from Page BI)
I found fascinating was [t hat] they knew
quite a bit about what's happening in the
United States ... even some technical
issues. "
What specific issues were t he v
knowledgeable in?
"For example. they were familiar with
what we call transfer development rights.
something that's important in New York
City. They were familiar with air rights [and
were] rather sophisticated." replied Sussna.
Transfer development rights refers to a
privilege the government grants (0 a private
developer. The government transfers a
private developer's rights to build on a certain plot of land to another site, usually
comparable with the first. The government
does so because it wishes to preserve the
original site from further development.
whether for historical preservation, environmental preservation. or aest het ic purposes.
"Let me give you a simple example."
Sussna began, "you have a building thaI'S
two stories high, and technically. you are
allowed to build nine stories [in this zone].
But you can't build more than two stories
because they [the government] want{s] to
preserve the building for historic purposes,
Then you can use the differential. the increment. of seven stories elsewhere. And that's
known as transfer development rights."
"They had a tremendous interest in a
great variety of concepts here in the United
States. for example. incentive zoning," said
Sussna. "I found that they were really quite
knowledgeable .':

Although the Sussnas visited other cities
during their stay in China, the bulk of his
work centered in Beijing and in Shanghai.
Today it is a leading industrial center and
port replete with eleven surrounding
suburbs. Ironically. foreign businessme~
once dominated the city for a period of one
hundred years.
Beijing is the nation's capital and has •
been a center of government on and off for
more than two thousand years. Its many
temples. palaces, and huge stone walls and
gates contribute to the city's fame.
"There were" a number of interesting
things." comments Sussna. "The overwhelming, huge scale of the different
wonders in China, not only of the Great
Wall, but of the Imperial City [as weill."
The Great Wall. incidentally. was built
around 221 B.C. b) the founding emperor
of the Chin Dynasty 10 protect China from
northern invaders. It is the only man-made
monument which can be viewed in space by
the naked eye alone.
The Imperial City is a division of the central city of Beijing. known as the "Old City." The Old City comprises two large. rectangular areas-c the "Inner City" and the
"Outer City. "
The Forbidden City and t he Imperial City lie within the Inner City. The Forbidden
City induds palaces of former Chinese
emperors, a.id is so called because only
members of the reigning family could enter
it. The Imperial City surrounds the Forbid~
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Dr. Sussna and Dr. Sirraehia, Rector of the Open University at BanKkok in a BanKkok department store.

Until recently the club has been reserved
only for private parties given by corporations. wealthy people. movie studios, etc. It
is huge and has an ambience which brings
back memories of a black and white film.
.champagne and dancing in tuxedos and
sleek dresses. The first word which comes
to mind is Copa (as in cabana). Throw in a
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to one of those famous M&M Productions.

little safari and a little Roseland and it adds
up to great potential. It's truly a word of
mouth errience. everybody who was

there .was there to party and have a good
time. There was room to groove and the
D.J.s the GQ Crew (Faro and Dex) were
"pushin' it real good."
It was a good time, many thanks to the
bartender. Jonathan, who was filling drinks
but not trying to empty your pocket like so
many of the bartenders at those other clubs
are. Springsteen had a party in this place
and no wonder. The people who worked
there weren't out to turn people away or
make them feel like fools. Everybody enjoyed themselves and when you bumped into people going to the bathroom, they said
"excuse me." So did I, come to think of it.
A lot of the credit for this club utopia
goes to the M & M Boys for knowing what
kind of music to play and what type of peopie to bring to the party. It is one of those
undiscovered clubs so the golden glove
lushes who want to beat up every girl's
boyfriend haven't hit it yet. Hope they
never do. but don't bet on it so get there
fast
As for the M & M's, they plan on staying
one jump ahead of the slimeballs. On
March 11. they are putting on "A Night of
Upcoming Artistes." It was their biggest
production which showcased a number of
live performers such as Maurice Montana.
They are also going to be doing promotions
for 10-18. Palladium. and Studio 54.
"We want to put some of the zing back
into the clubs." explained Marty. "that's
been missing in the '80s. We're hoping to
do more live shows and eventually get some
of the hottest chart names appearing at our
shows." Well. the M&Ms are from Baruch
\
so if anyone's gonna rock the house. it will \
be th:~. _. _... __ . ,_~ _" ,",
_
__
_I
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money."
den City. It includes lakes, parks, and the
What were they interested in?
residences of China's leaders. "The Gate of
"Again
... in recent developments in enHeavenly Peace." or Tien An Men, stands
vironmental and land use regulation in the
at the southern edge of the Imperial City.
United States," Sussna said.
This gate towers above a huge square where
About fifty years ago, Singapore was
parades and fireworks are on display on nacalled "The Gibralter of the East" because
tional holidays.
the British built a huge naval and air base
Sussna continued. "There are some abon the southern shore of the island. They
solutely overwhelming sights of the Terinstalled strong defenses, cut airfields out
racoua Soldiers outside of Xian ... they're
of jungles. and placed submarine nets
world famous ...astounding, the scale of
across the harbor's entrance. During World
them, the magnificence of them ... "
War II. however, Japanese troops marched
The ethic to strive for perfection and
down the Malay Peninsula from Thailand
workmanship are also notable. Sussna
and
easily conquered Singapore.
elaborates. "One of my eccentricities is the
The Sussnas stayed nearly a week in
collection of neckties." which exceeds three
Singapore. Then they were off again-this
hundred and fifty. "And I was able to buy
time to the north. to Bangkok. Thailand.
twenty-eight magnificent neckties in China
Bangkok is the capital and largest city of
for about two bucks a piece. (heavy silk
Thailand.
It lies on the Chao Phraya River.
ties) [whereas] over here in the United
approximately fifteen miles north of the
States." Sussna paused for a brief calculaGulf of Siam. It is Thailand's leading trade.
tion, "I think they would cost about thirty
transportation. and cultural city. Nearly
bucks a piece. The artistic talent in China is
sixty bus lines compete for commuters in
overwhelming. "
Bangkok. and well over a quarter million
Sussna and his wife Marian stayed in the
automobiles
jam its streets. "The traffic
People's Republic for two weeks, and then
stalls in Bangkok are horrendous," notes.
moved on to their next stop-Singapore.
Sussna.
"The beauty of Singapore 1S something to
Most of the Westerners and more than
be commented on ... the cleanliness of
half
of the Chinese in Thailand live in
Singapore [City] ... very impressive."
Bangkok. People once dubbed the city the
Si ngapore is the name of the country as
"Venice of the East" because of its many
well as the capital city. It is a small island
canals.
During the 19605, however, most of
republic in Southeast Asia about as big as
the canals were filled in to build boulevards.
Chicago. The bustling city of Singapore is
"Now in Bangkok I did three things,"
the heart of the country which lies on the
explained Sussna, "first was ·with the Nasouthern end of the island. "bout seventytional Environmental Board, where I
five percent of the people are of Chinese
delivered a lecture and provided consulting
descent. They operate most of the import
services. The second was also [lecturing and
trade and much of the country's other
consulting] with the Bangkok Metropolitan
business. About fifteen percent of the
Authority [and] the third piece of work in
population are Malays. The rest of the peoBangkok was with the Asia Institute of
ple are either Indians, Pakistanis or EuroTechnology. "
peans.
The Asia Institute of Technology is an
What did you do in Singapore?
enormous enclave approximately thirty
" ... 1 did some work at the National
miles from the center of Bangkok where the
University of Singapore." Sussna replied,
couple was staying. Sussna delivered
where they were guests at the visiting
center. "They provided us with a suite and
See "Sussna' Page 86
superb accommodations for . .very little .
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BAKE SALE
The Black 5t udent Organizationis having a Bake Sale on Thursday.
March 17tr at the Student Center
Lounge during Club Hours. The
proceeds will go to Mother Hale
House. Among the delicacies will be
cheesecake. cookies and Jamaican'
fruitcake.

AFRICAN DANCE
As part of their contribution to
Black History Month. the African
Students Association is conducting a series of free dance classes
for students. The classes taught
will be in West African folk
dances and will be conducted by
John Akwuobi.
The movement involved has
been simplified to ease the process'
of learning the various steps and
rhythms.
One- of the highlights of this
project is the importation of instruments for the sessions from
Africa. (Kenya. Nigeria. and
Carneroon.) They include the
Ogenes (drums) Udu, an ob-ject
that makes a high echoing sound.
and the Isaka, a percussion instrument.
Members of the club are hoping
that all students on campus feel
free to come and join them in this
venture-experience or national
identity should not be a barrier to
one's involvement; for the experience is a sharing of cult ural
heritage with fellow students.
Please stop by the ASA office at
360 Park Ave. So .• Room 2014.

JUST A REMINDER

Any club interested in announcing an upcoming event in The
Ticker can drop of a short description of the event at Room 301F.
Student Center 'care of Club Memo.
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RUSH
Fish st ory. The student association at the
U. of Wisconsin-Madison released 500
goldfish into a campus fountain in an attempt to gain publicity for student gnvernment. The first 500 students to show up at
the fountain on The Day of the G<.)ldfish
received a fish in a plastic Baggie. \\'SA
plans a "biggest goldfish" contest in the
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have to change our attitude towards crime.
He said attitude has much more to do with
people's behavior than other factors. He
also asserted that the typical American attitude towards the government should
change.
"Wetve turned into a society that looks
at a government as something we get
something from." Giuliani said. "It is certainly not the popular position now," he
said, referring to the lines in one of President John F. Kennedy's speeches-ask not
what your country can do for you-ask
what you can do for your country.
The government asks only two things
from us, to pay taxes and obey the law. Yet,
both of these are seen as heavy burdens.
This is Giuliani's theory of where we differ
from other nations, a difference that is at
the root of our crime problem. According
to Giuliani, Americans are fortunate in having a better life, more freedom of opportunity than most nations, whereas citizens
of many other countries are faced with
greater burdens, like forced military service. "Two-thirds of the people of the
world would change places with us."
The second change Giuliani proposed in
order to lessen the crime/ethics problem is a
change in education. He believes that the
goal of education should be as it was in Ancient Greece, to help a citizen find his/her
place in society. He said many seek education to 4'find themselves" but "merely finding yourself is an egocentric act." The
idea should be to find your place in your
society, among family and friends, and so
on.
Giuliani stated that enough money was
not being spent to improve education, even
to improve anti-drug education. He suggested cutting the defense budget just one
percent, which would double the resources
spent on anti-drug efforts.
He believes drugdealers are smarter than
the ordinary citizen because they know
something -rnost people do not. "Every
drug dealer knows, if you get caught selling
heroin or cocaine, you probably won't go
to prison. Seven or eight out of ten will not
go to prison."
Giuhani said children see the dealers winning the battle against law enforcement.
They learn that selling drugs is worth the
risk. He sometimes brings the rap sheet of a
drug dealer with him to lectures to
demonstrate just how many times dealers
are arrested and subsequently freed. "I
could take it (the rap sheet) and throw it
across this room and it would reach the
eighth rew."
To end the problem of drug dealers, "the
rule has to be if you get arrested eight or
nine times out of ten you're going to
prison." Also, he believes people have to be
educated how irresponsible it is to use
drugs. If just those who were not addicted-'4recreational users"-would stop
buying drugs, the level of the drug problem
would be decreased tremendously.
He views the attitude towards drugs projected in the '60s. On the problem, "We
built it, we created it. .. by sending the
wrong messages about drug use ... by
teaching young people you were cooler,
sharper, more educated, if you used
drugs ... and surprisingly we did it during a
period of time when we became sensitive
about other problems ...like the environment. "
Giuliani said ttre truth is "it is counterproductive, it is dangerous, it is stupid" to
use drugs. He stated that we have to control
the drug problem to make America what
we, Americans, would want it to be.
Giuliani then took questions from the audience, The first was if organized crime
groups are responsible for bringing drugs
into the country. He responded that the
nature of certain drugs, heroin and cocaine,
requires an organized network to bring
them into the country because they are produced in distant countries. He said there
was a period of time when the Sicilian
Mafia (or La Cosa Nostra) controlled the

majority of the drug trade.
Giuliani attributed the lessening of Mafia
influence to demographics, since the old
figures can no longer replenish themselves.
They do not have the nunbers or the dollars
of the new organized crime groups.
"J. Edgar Hoover used to take the position that there was no organized crime. It
got a ride-immunity from investigation
from a federal level." Giuliani said to end '
organized crime he feels that we should prosecute the new organized crime groups now.
before they can attain the position the
Mafia once had.
Giuliani was asked why more money is
not spent on education in the way he
described. "There's no reason why we
don't. Maybe it doesn't sound drarnat ic
enough politically." He disagrees with attacking the drug problem from the view
that it is a foreign problem.
"It doesn't matter if we invade Columbia, it (the drug production) will move to
Venezuela... We create it, we maintain it
and we allow foreign countries to exploit
us." He believes government should focus
on reducing the problem internally. Giuliani was asked' if he advocated the
death penalty. He said, "In New York if
you murder a police officer you are not subject to execution ... I think it is necessary to

have the death penalty for the execution of
police officers. He then cited the murder
of Officer Edward Byrne as a case where he
believes capital punishment should apply.
He explained that there had once been a
rule where criminals under investigation
"left police officers, agents and prosecuters
alone. They went after witnesses and
anyone who would cooperate... the thing
that used to prevent them (from murdering
police officers) was they were afraid of
what would happen if they did."
However, today the criminals have
changed the rules, so it is necessary to
change the rules on the criminals. Giuliani
said the murder of police officers is a contract killing, not a crime of passion and
"deterrants work best for a deliberate,
planned crime." "He also said anyone who
says that deterrants do not work does not
have any law enforcement experience.
Giuliani was asked if -he had faced any
problems because of his Italian-American
heritage. He said, HI think ItalianAmericans have and (still) suffer from a
stereotype of being connected with organized crime or being prone to being connected
with organized crime." He said he never
felt particularly singled out in that way. He
went on, 4'lf we find someone prejudice
against Italians, that person is prejudiced
H

against every other group .... Prejudice isn't
something directed at one group, it comes
from a way of thinking."
Asked about legalizing drugs Giuliani
replied, "I don't think it would work. I
don't think it would get rid of the
·problem. " He used an example of a place
here drugs have been legalized to explain
what it causes. "England didn't have an
organized crime problem when it legalized
drugs, now they do."
A student 'asked Giuliani if he would
consider seeking a public office. He replied,
"I am in a public office... I thought
seriously about running for senator. I
decided I couldn't do it because we were involved in several sensitive cases... I was not
able to work out a satisfactory arrangement
for a successor... I would very much like to
serve for other public offices in the future .•.
I enjoy being in public service."
After taking one more question, Giuliani
left the auditorium and went to a reception
in the Oak Lounge. He was presented with
an Italian Society tee-shirt by Peter Agro,
the president of the Society. The lecture and
reception was co-sponsored by the Italian
Society of Baruch College along with the
John D. Calandra Italian-American Institute of the City University of New York.

Office of Career Services
School of Business and Public Administration
Career Cues
Check out the Placement Manual and the Electronic Bulletin Board for
on-campus recruiti ng information.

Free Resume Service
Use the computerized resumeprogram soorgenize, format, and laser print
your resume. To make an appointment, come to Room 1321, 360 PAS.

Career Videos
March 15

Negotiating the Job Offer

12:45 p.m. - 1 :45 p.m.
Room 1304
360 Park Avenue South

March 22

Bank ing Today
(produced by Chemical Bank)
Interview Videos

12:45 p.m. - 1 :45 p.m.
Room 1304
360 Park Avenue South

Pre-recruitment Information Sessions
March 16

Governor's Office of
Employee Relations

4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Room 1350
360 Park Avenue South

March 21

Honeywell Inc.
(Protection Services Division)

3:00 p.rn. - 5 :00 p. m.
Room 1350
360 Park Avenue South

1989 Graduates
Now is the time to prepare for on-campus interviews. Students must attend three workshops
(resume writing and interviewing, library, and communication) to participate in on-campus
recruitment. Watch the mail for more announcements.
Baruch/CUNY
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SUSSNA
TOURING
CHINA
(Continued from Page B2)
another lecture and held a seminar at the
Asia Institute of Technology.
Sussna reveals, HWe were at the Royal
Orchard Hotel and the Asia Institute of
Technology is really not too far away, but
with the lousy. miserable. horrible traffic in
Thailand that makes Manhattan traffic
look absolutely magnificent, it took us
about two hours to get there one way."
What's so special about traffic? Nothing,
but "just as in Beijing you'll find a huge
number of bicycles-s-I think there are five
million bicycles in Beijing-in Bangkok a
lot of people have automobiles but they're
just not set up to accommodate it. They're
not as strong in public t ransoortation as
they should be."
The people of Bangkok "were very charming. We were treated very nicely. There
was this one fellow ...a young lawyer who
had gotten some training in Tulane University in Louisiana, who very graciously
showed us around. In fact. he invited us to
his school's graduation one Friday
evening ... it was something that I'll never
forget. "
Why is thai?
"I don't know. He was just a nice
man ... I guess he was treated [very well] in
the United States and he wanted to
reciprocat e."
The couple stayed in Thailand for a week
and then it was off again. "And after
Bangkok we ended up in Hong Kong where
my wife went on a shopping spree."
reminisces Sussna with a slight.chuckle.
Hong Kong is the British crown colony
on the south east coast of China. It lies near
the mouth of the Chu Chiang. or Pearl
River. approximately one hundred miles
southeast of Canton. The colony has a
large. beautiful harbor, hence the name.

•
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Hong Kong, meaning "fragrant harbor _"
Ninety-eight percent of the population
are ethnic Chinese who speak Canton
dialect instead of Mandarin, the official
language of China. The rest of the people
are mostly Americans. Australians. Eura-sians. Europeans, Indians. Japanese, or
direct descendants of the Portuguese who
settled in Macao more than three hundred
years ago.
"The women especially go berserk when

By the end of one week in Hong Kong,
the Sussnas were ready to head for homejust in time for the Spring '88 semester at
Baruch.

Do you see yourself going back to any
one of these countries sometime in the near
future?
"I'll probably get the opportunity, but
frankly I've got a lot to do here in the
United States. We're running a big con-
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Dr. Sussna making a presentation before the National Environmental Board in Bangkok.

they go to Hong Kong." Sussna began,
"because they can have quality clothes
custom made there very cheaply. There is a
huge number of custom tailors in Hong
Kong." In addition to the fact that the textile industry is well established there, Hong
Kong is a free port, -which simply means
that it collects no import duties. As a result,
the same goods can be bought at lower
prices than in most other parts of the world.
"Do you know anything about Hong
Kong?" asked Sussna.
Everyone's leaving.
No. Sussna referred to Hong Kong's
natural wonders. uThe topography of
Hong Kong is breath-taking. The backdrop
of mountains and water. .. we 've been to a
lot of cities in our time. in fact. we've
rraveled to about thirty countries. but Hong
Kong really-as far as natural
beauty- rates very high." praised Sussna .

terence with continuing education [profes-

sionals] in June sponsored by Baruch and
that's going to require a huge amount of
work. So I don't know when we'll be going
back to Southeast Asia." The conference
involves real estate development and
regulatory concerns.
The Sussnas own a two-story colonial
house situated adjacent to a beautiful
private golf course in Lawrenceville. New
Jersey. where they spend their weekends
together. They also own an apartment in
Baruch's vicinity. "What we do is spend a
little time here [Lawrenceville]. but to deal
with this commutation headache. we have
this apartment on East 30th Street." explains Sussna.
Sussna certainly makes the most of his
time. He has recently completed an article
for The Urban Lawyer, a publication of the
American Bar Association. The article

focuses on how one can "get optimum real
estate development profits while dealing
with environmental and cultural objectives,
meeting {these requirements] ... " A successful writer since the 19505. Sussna h.:::-.
published well over two hundred ar·:.tc:'t.
Many of his works have been cited _, tAj)pellate courts. the Harvard Law Review,
and various other authorities in the field.
He comments on his latest article's raison
d'etre, "There's an inherent conflict between fulfilling environmental .. aesthetic objectives and concurrently getting ...the best
deal!"
Sussna's accomplishments are manifold.
When he left the Navy iIT 194.5, he "started
a program of working a variety of different
jobs during the day and going to school at
night." In this fashion, Sussna earned four
degrees attending night school over a period
of seventeen years.
He earned his Bachelors in Economics at
CCNY; his Masters in Public Administration at NYU; his J.D. at Fordham Law;
and his Ph.D. in Planning and Finance at
NYU. "And by the time I got my Ph.D.• I
had a wife and two grown children.
Sussna has been a professor of Law at
Baruch for nearly ten years now. and is a
member of the New York Bar Association.
He is also admitted to practice in New
Jersey and Kentucky.
Sussna is a licensed professional planner
and a charter member of the American Institute of Certified Planners. He has completed more than four hundred zoning
assignments since 1960 and many various
land use projects.
The month long trip to Southeast Asia
was motivated in part as a retirement gift
for Marian. who recently left her position
as a high school mathematics teacher. The
couple has been married for over thirtythree years.
The Sussnas have two children, Alan and
Amy.. thirty-one and twenty-n ine years old.
respectively. Alan is a partner of the
prestigious management consulting firm.
McKinsey. Amy is on the staff of Tuft's
University in Medford. Massachusetts.
The Sussnas have a grandson. Beiarnin
Frost. and another is on the way.
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Foibles
Flunks
Foibles

Written by Terry Talley
The Wings Theatre Com pany
112 Charlton St.
Phone: 645-9630

·Help, help, help! Why would an internationally famous director, with a very successful hit still playing to audiences world
wide agree to direct the next play of an offoff-Broadway theater company with a
Questionable future, and with unknown actors and actresses? Your guess is as good as
mine. This is what happens in Foibles, a
satirical comedy by Terry Talley which is
now playing at the Wings Theatre Company, located at 112 Charlton Street, two
blocks south of Houston Street in Manhattan.
Due to a weak script, the play is very
predictable and the entire cast, which was
very talented, had little to work with. The
action takes place in two places, The Loft
Theater Company and a gay bar in the East
Village. Everything revolves around Jerry
Despaer, who tries to hold the theater company together, after it takes on another
partner, Sylvia Frazzleman. Jerrv and
Sylvia simply can't get along. They are bot h
pretentious and try to annihilate each ot her
in their bids to control t he company. It is
this fight for control which finally ends t he
theater com pany'< opera t ion.
Jerry,
. who is ea\",
- and has lost his lover
goes to the gay bar and meets and falls in
love with a rich. handsome playboy who
likes to pay for his pleasure in order to
avoid having his heart broken again by

,,'
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Based on the BItJItaIt story of ""the 602000 1hid." writer/director S,ephen RomajtnoH tries
the redemptlve power of truth in his f()urth play. Steal;n~ Heaven.

'0 exemplify

Fuzzy Heads and
Loonies .
Stealing Heaven
Written by Stephen Romagnoli
Samuel Becket Theatre
4]2 W. 42 S1.
Phone - 279-4200

By CAROL J. KELLY

another lover. Anyone who sees this play,
and is not gay, will be able to see that gay
people have the same heartbreaks in their
relationships that st raight people have. and
deal with these problems the same way
straight people. do. For you gals who don't
like semi-male nudity be forewarned, it is
present in this play.
The character of Sylvia is verv loud. and
she dominates even . . cene "he i.. . in. There i,
a bit of the bizarre in t hi s play. One
character name Ken nv collect'> obit uar ieand gets angry when hi" prepared list of
death notices doesn't match any that art:
published in the newspaper he carrie.. . wi th
him.
The most colorful character is J.\\'.
I.eibig , rhe famous direct or. He plav s I he
part of a Queen, (an effeminate man) and
steals a few scenes from the rest of the ~. ast .
One character. Burt Grant, seems to function like Ed McMahon in almost every
scene. His only purpose seems to be to take
up space, almost like a prop.
Throughout the whole play you can hear
the sounds of the '60s playing on the radio
in the Loft Theater Company. Foibles has a
few laughs. Hint; for one of the funniest
parts watch for the celebration scene in Act I
when they try to pick up the fat lady during
a toast to themselves.
Rating is one and a half stars".
.................
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By PHILIP J. DARRAGH

Any potential Folbtes mi~ht have is destroyed by
its weak script.

by strings. A prominent painting hangs over
the mantlepiece showing a couple floating
over a countryscape. The set design and
lighting bring a surrealistic ambience to
Stealing Heaven.
The domestic routine of Mink and Marty
Prindle is disturbed when Sal, an old
friend, visits unexpectedly. Sal and Marty
grew up on the same block in the Bronx and
have not seen each other since high school.
Marty is so happy to see his only real
childhood chum that he invites him to be a
house guest. Realizing Sal is now broke, he
.a~s9 lends him money. Marty has no way of
~ knowing that Sal and his lover Jeslow
~ Flowers (Boris Krutonog) plan to con him
tr. into investing his' money in their bookmak~ ing scam. Sal is the thief who later confesses
~ and redeems himself.
; , Mink ventures into the city and experiences a umiracle" at Grand Central
Station. She brings home Nickel, her
"saint," who also happens to be a scruffy
bag lady, to meet her horrified husband.
However, Nickel soon wins him over by her
very calm demeanor, her perceptiveness,
and her spirituality. Gina Bonati plays a
double role. She is earthy and wise as the
bag lady, but tough and shrewish in the
flashback sequences as Lina, Sal's sister. (It
turns out that Lina was more than a sister
to him. Sal, Lina and Jeslow had a bizarre
domestic arrangement.)
Nickel is the moral center of the play. A
former nun, her honesty cuts through many
of the lies she sees around her; she gently
elicits the truth from people, especially
from Sal and Mink. In a very revealing oneon-one conversation, she gets Mink to admit the real reason she married Marty and
the pathet ic web of lies that now defines her
.mar riage , Min k also con fesses her
adulterous affair which Marty discovers at
the same time as he discovers their baby's
crib death ...a devastating double whammy.
There are many interesting dramatic
devices which work effectively with the surrealistic set and lighting. For example, the
Prindles had their dead dog Bonabelle stuffed and his head is mounted on the wall.
Marty's confessional monologues are
directed at Bonabelle. Bonabelle's head is
replaced by Mink's. (Slicking out from
a hole in the wall) for a scene in ACI III
when the couple reveal the horror of their
lives without the usual evasions and lies.
There are shocking twists to the plot
which I dare not give away. I guarantee
many unpredictable turns of events in Stealing Heaven. You will never be bored. While
all the performances are very convincing,
Gina Bonati in her dual role stands out in
my mind.

March 15, 1988

"You have to have order in this world. or
it becomes fuzzy." So says Marty Prindle
(James Armstrong) the arch-conservative
private investor who is the lead character in
Stephen Romagnoli's new play, Stealing
Heaven. Marty often expounds his theory
that liberals are "fuzzyheads" with hair
ar owine into their brains, resulti nz in
twisted minds. But all five characters in this
complex. psychological play have twisted
mind", and this is no less true for the rightwing protagonist. Marty Prindle.
A perfect example of the extent to which
Mar tv takes his political attitude occurs in
.-\CI . I.
Min k , (Josefa Mulai re). his
spacey wi fe (who doesn't really care what
day o f the week it is). has to prepare her
h usba nd« Iunch in compliance with his
high lv regimented daily schedule. For example. it it '" Monday: mustard (Poupon
onlv) and cheese sandwich: Tuesdav: salad.
etc. Well. it is lunchtime on Tuesday and
Vlar tv i... cn ioving his salad until he finds
out from Mink that she used Paul
Newman's gourmet salad dressing and all
the profits from its sale goes to charity. In a
fit. Marty accuses Newman of being a "f'uzzyhead " and adds. "It is morally wrong for
me to eat this salad!"
Marty's somewhat arnusmg pohucs also
have him pontificating about America's
diminishing presence in the world: "When
we lose our military superiority overseas
we're finished!" Also. the trend of women
to hyphenate their husband's name instead
of taking. it . (Naturally he insisted that
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Mink take his.) '·Just think," adds Martv
.,
.' ... how long hyphenated names would
become four generations down if this trend
continues." Needless to say, Marty would
oppose the ERA!
Stealing 'Heaven is writer /d irect or
Romagnoli's fourth play produced in New
York City. (Runaway, Profane Waking and
Dzonokwa are the others.) It opened March
6th off Broadway, at the Samuel Beckett
Theatre. The play is innovative. original and
definitely not main-stream. It is a modern
rnvt h , with elements of a dramatic jigsaw
puzzle, operating in several different timeframes. Stealing Heaven explores selfdeception. madness. betrayal. incest.
murder and ghosts from the past that refuse
to die; it deals with the complex and ambiguous nature of realitv. Based on the
Biblical story of the "good thief" who was
crucified beside Jesus Christ and was able
to repent and steal heaven in his dvinv
hour. this play also exern pli fies the redemptive power of truth.
Mink Prindle is played to perfection by
Josefa Mulaire. She is the type that tries
every self-actualizing philosophy, believes
in ESP, meditation. astrology and reincarnar iori , In fact, one subtle prop is Shirley
MacClaine's book OU! On A Limb lying
face down on the floor. Mink changes per
"look" to suit her mood and she seems to
. have a different colored wig for every zany
out fit. She has decorated her whole living
room with planets suspended from the roof

When Soul
and Skin are
Joined
The Wedding of the
Siamese Twins
Written b» Burton Cohen
The 45 St. Theatre
354 W. 45 St.
Phone - 333-7471

8~ANNETTEJOHN~N

The Wedding of the Siamese Twins attempts to dramatize the lives of the Siamese
twins Eng and Chang Bunker.
Born in Siam. the twins came to America
in ]R29 at the age of ]3. Here, they toured
the east coast and developed a routine which
consisted primarily of displaying the piece
of cartilage that joined them at the
breastbone. The t,..ins, who considered
themselves American. faced criticism. In
]830 they toured England. but were refused
admittance to France, the French claiming
that "these monsters would 'deprave' the
minds of children and 'cause women to give
birth prematurely. "
As the title indicates, Cohen chose to
focus on the twins as married as well as
normal people. He identifies some of the
most probing questions one could ask of
twins: how different are you from each
other and in this case, what is it like to be
married?
(Continued on Page 89, Col. I)

Ena (M.i. Nikko) and Chang (Kevin J.ohn Gee) Bunker. fhe Siamese Twins. were able to lead nonnal
Iives despite the fact that they were joined at the side by a piece of (artil• •

t ion.
The play does have its serious moments.
As 'life progresses, the twins often ask each
other if the other would not like to be
separated if medically possible. Eng, more
dependent in that he fears for his life should
the- operation go wrong, does not want to
be apart for he is scared of loneliness.
Chang, however, is itching to be free- his
dream positions his life.
When Chang fantasizes about the
possibilities of freedom, the stage becomes
dark, the spotlight shines and the lights
e5 gently climb upward. Chang describes to a
~"terrified Eng his dream:
~ "I want to fly beyond the sun."
.-e "That's too high..• hold my hand!"
.~ 'No more holding hands!. .. "
ffi The play comes to a starkly realistic climax
gc: as eventually, Chang threatens to cut the
cord that binds.
How normal are Chang and Eng? Very,
in that Cohen has the sensitivity to imagine
life as one half of two without totally
romanticizing the concept. On the other
hand, when one twin dies the other dies too:
not being able to live without the other. It's
effect reminds one of Romeo and Juliette
and other romantic plays, literature and
song. The fact that it did happen in this
play makes the notion of dying for someone
else none the less important in studying the
ramifications of a life spent together with
one person.

The widows, Addy and Sally, seem
relieved that the twins are dead. Earlier,
Addy had said to Chang that, "Sometimes,
all I want is to be exactly like everyone
else. " But they do not become like everyone
else; instead, Addy and Sally choose to live
together. Their lives become much like 'that
of Chang's and Eng's. We're left with the
thought that life as a Siamese twin is not so
bad. We gain respect for the patience and
love shared between two people who spend
their lives together- be it through
sisterhood, marriage or the joining of flesh
at the breastbone.
This, however, could have been a story
about two convicts or any two couples with
obstacles to overcome and this was Cohen's
aim. Cohen oversimplifies the plot in a bid
to make the Twins acceptable and the play
laughable, muddying the credibility of their
lives. I was left wanti ng to shake the box
and see what really ",'as inside this neatly
tied package.
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(Continued from Page 88)
After an amusing courtship, Eng and
Chang marry two Southern girls: Adelaide
. and Sally Yates. The courtship, made difficult for obvious reasons, prompts goodnatured fun as the sisters speak of the boys.
Addy, all girlish squeals and dying to lose
her virginity, tries to convince a repulsed
Sally to do the same. And a smitten and
eager Chang tries to convince a reluctant
Eng to see Sally. Charming as the girls'
scene is, we've seen too much of this type of
wide-eyed optimism and adolescent giggling
before. Although touching when Addy says
to Sally, "All I's askin' is that you keep an
open mind so's you can see what's in your
heart," ] can't help but wonder were these
two desperate for husbands. were there no
other suitors or was it genuine interest that
convinced two young ladies grounded in the
traditions of the South to marry two men
from Siam.
The actors all make convincing performances and the writing is consistent. The
characters. however. are a bit pigeon-holed.
Eng. the sharp-featured. rational thinker
and advisor wears his hair slicked back and
we get the feeling that he is sophisticated.
Chang, the dreamer and opportunist, has
softer features and is more emotional. They
complement each other well, much like the
superego and id of man.
Addy, colorful, bright-eyed and candid,
is simply saccharine. Sally, as the sour-puss
religious fanatic is priceless. It all fits
together well; the couples are perfectly matched.
In a most enterpnsmg scene, Cohen
tackles t he question as to how the twins
have produced 21 children. The two couples
demonstrate the mechanics of making
babies to the audience. The ringleader announces "Position number one!" and Addv lies down on a make-shift bed: she is
blindfolded and so is Eng. The ringleader
asks her what she sees and hears,
characteristically, she says she sees the
children she is making to run America's
machinery. Eng says he sees Siam, its
scenery and he remembers his mother's fish
balls. "Position number two!" the
ringleader cries and Eng and Chang lie
down on their backs. Addy blindfolds Sally
and Chang and this helps Sally on top of
Eng. When asked what he sees and hears.
Chang says he sees and hears nothing, he is
not there. And in what draws fits of
hysteria from the audience, Sally says in a
soulful, emotional torrent of words that she
thinks of the Heavenly Father... Somehow,
we knew her answer would be nothing short
of fantastic. Imagine, a God-fearing
woman who often tells her sister that she
should have her mouth washed with soap
foregoing the traditional missionary posi-
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That's what you'd be doing if you voted for the next
DSSG president without finding out where the
candidates want to spend your money.
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on April 12, 1988
at2p. •
in the Oak Lounge,
Student ~enter 2nd floor
Get to knoUT the candidates
Get to knoUT the issues
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At first Doctor Richard Walker, a highly
respected and revered cardiologist, is calm.
c cool and collected. He's a family man
-., who's in Paris for a medical convention and
it's obvious to all that this man loves his
wife very much. When she mysteriously
disappears from their posh hotel room Dr.
Walker, at first, thinks nothing of it.
Perhaps TWA called and she just went
down to the lobby to exchange that suitcase
they accidently mistook for their own at the
airport. So the good doctor continues about
his normal business. Laying in bed Dr.
Walker drifts off to sleep and when he
wakes up, some two hours later, he realizes
his wife Sondra has not returned. On top of
that he notices the suitcase he thought his
wife took downstairs is still sitting in the
corner of their hotel room.
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Floahtl. dead hone. FitsttlteftWll! frmlryFrld~then 1_;1c~ Fathn-. '_ikeSnnand now J'ice Versa.
Judge Reinhold and Fred Savage star as the father-turned-son and vice versa.

is sponsoring a PRESIDENTIAL DEBA TE

By

The Movie
Clones

A short interview with some of the hotel
employees and a quick perusal of the lobby
reveals to Dr. Walker that his wife left the
hotel arm an arm with another man. The
calmness fades. Further investigation uncovers that his wife was dragged into an
allev behind the hotel and forcefully pushed
into an awaiting sedan. The coolness fades.
This is serious. He thinks his wife has been
kidnapped. Where can he go for help? The
French Police? Yeah sure. They do little
more then fill out missing person reports,
seemingly laughing at the poor American's
plight. The American Embassy? The
bureaucratic red tape there is so thick you
could cut it with a chainsaw, not to mentiona knife. They simply don't believe Dr.
"Walker's' wife has been kidnapped. The col-

By GLEN J. SPANGLER
Savage comes across at times as a
What do you get when you put together a
precocious child, and there have been plenused idea, worn out characters and plot
tv of them in our entertainment lately.
lines, some good gags and good acting?
- but
there is little in his performance that says he
Well, in the case of Vice Versa, you get
could
not be an adult in a child's body. .
what is basically a run-of-the-mill, unamReinhold is sometimes a little bit too
bitious movie with a few high points.
wide-eyed, innocent and uninhibited to be
A father and son switch bodies. Does
an l I-year-old, and occasionally seems
that sound familiar? If it does, you're not
more like a five to eight-year-old. But most
imagining things. That did indeed happen
of the time, he has the mannerisms and
last year in Like Father, Like Son, which
speech patterns down pat, and he manages
starred Dudley Moore and Kirk Cameron
to avoid coming across as a grown retarded
and bombed terribly. But now there has
mall. as he easily could have done.
been an amazing coincidence. Believe it or
Reinhold's mimicry is rightfully showcased,
not, Vice Versa also features a father and
and it is one of the film's entertaining
son switching bodies.
aspects.
My guess is that someone looked back on
So Reinhold and . Savage, both acting
{he flames of Like Father, Like Son and.
well, do and say inappropriate things in insaid, Hit's not a bad premise though.
appropriate ways, and it's often funny.
Besides, we can't think ofanything better,
But the plot itself is weak, to say the
and we have to make a movie."
least. It's 100 percent recycled material.
This time, the son (Fred Savage, who
How many times have characters' jobs
starred in The Boy Who Could Fly and The
under stuffy employers been threatened by
Princess Bride) is an l l-vear-old instead of
their strange behavior? How many "I'm the
a teenager and the father (Judge Reinhold,
brains, you're the brawn" villainy duos
who had major roles in Ruthless People and
have we seen? This plot wasn't written, it
Beverly Hills Cop I & Tn is the Executive
was assembled.
Vice President of Promotion at a huge
There are some laughs, though, and if
department store instead -of a doctor, as
you go to the movies every week and seven
Moore was.
dollars doesn't seem like a lot to you. then
Of course, the point of this movie is to
you may think Vice Versa is worth seeing.
see what seems to be an adult acting like a
But otherwise, there are much better movies
child, and vice versa. In this sense, for the
there.
out
most part, Vice Versa succeeds.
~
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STARKEY
lect edness fades. Now Dr. Walker is alone.
He's a stranger in a foreign land whose wife
has been kidnapped and he doesn't know

what to do. The once steady-handed and
courageous Dr. Walker is frantic! Frantic
also happens to be the name of this new
"Hitchcock-style" thriller that stars Harrison Ford and is directed by Roman Polanski.
In Polanski's first film since the 1986
failure called Pirates, he teams Harrison
Ford with newcomer Emmanuelle Seigner.
Seigner is a sultry French-born brunette
model who plays a girl' named Michelle,
Michelle is a hot-tempered, "know-it all"
street chick whose lust for money causes her
to mix with all the wrong type of people, including the men who have Walker's wife.
Together, these two very different individuals get themselves into some very
tight and hairy situations as they frantically
do anything and everything to get Dr,
Walker's wife back.
Frantic is a reasonably good movie. Harrison Ford is, as usual, excellent and it's
hard to decide if it is Ford or Polanski that
really make this movie. Emmanuelle
Seigner, the granddaughter of renowned
Comedic Francaise actor Louis Seigner.
also does an exceptional job in her firs!
movie role and if it wasn't for Harrison
Ford's phenomenal fi1m charisma and
Clark Gable-type sex appeal, Seigner would
have definitely stolen the show.
Frantic i~ not exactly Polanski's best. I
think Chinat own and Tess hold that distinction, but Frantic will make your heart race
and your palms sweat. It's good.

RidI.rd ~'alker (Harrison F()rd) and Michelle- (Ematilluelle SrijEner) try 10 rKover the Statue of
Ijbert)· souvenir; which holds the secret to the disapptar2nce of Walker's wife.
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Peter Agro
President, Italian Society
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David Herlands
Former Student Representative,
Baruch College Board of Directors
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Gmt PlaIns: lo.e, rejecti...., suffering, farfisa 0lltan. n.rsery rhymes•.•

Ainsley Boisson
Former Chairperson,
Student Elections and
Governance Committee

Remember:

John Paul Patelli
Chairperson,
DSSG Finance Committee

An Informed Vote is the Best Vote!

Nursery Rock
Great Plains - Sum Things Up
(Homestead Records)
brew-how else would you explain how
Great group of yuckster songs. Ron
UEverything nonsensical has meaning?" as
House's whine has been compared to a less
House chuckles during "The Wind Blows,
ambitious Gordon Gano, but he's really far
Law Breaks:" A must listen for those
the
too intelligent for that: House should one
who've ever thought the Dead Milkmen
day become as immortalized as Jad Fair
were funny (or They Might Be Giants, for
(who?). Great Plains sing of love, rejection
that matter). Homestead Records P.O. Box
and internal suffering, so if they use a Far570,
Rockville Centre N.Y. 11571-0570).
fisa organ and nursery-like rhymes instead
of four-letter words and distorted riffs,
-Stet-'en Baum
don't think they're different than their
Homestead brethren. They also like that

Is Star Trek Now
Star Drek?
By NATHANIEL KANNER

Star Trek. in this country, has become a
television institution. There are very few
Americans who haven't watched it at one
point in their lives, and the phrase "Beam
me up Scotty!" has become as well known
as any other popular expression. It is an
undeniable part of -twentieth century
Americana. Due to the program's' enormous and enduring success, Paramount
Studios saw it feasible to revive it, with an
entirely, new cast, set 80-some odd years in
the future from the original Star Trek's era.
The Grand Experiment . Star Trek: The
Next Generation, debuted this past fall on
local television stations nationwide.
Being a great fan of the original program,
I, like so many others. had great expectations. Given some of the same creative people involved with the original. and a million

dollar per episode budget, it was certainly
warranted. Unfortunately, I was sadly
disappointed.
It is unfair to make comparisons with the
new show's predecessor. but they are dif- .
ficult to avoid. I have attempted to be objective, but I only wish I could be more
kind. The characters of the The New
Generation can only be described as incredibly shallow, and sorely lacking any
kind of rapport with one another. .The captain, Jean-Luc Picard, seems to deliver even
the most trivial of lines with a presence
befitting a Shakespearean tragedy. The new
StaTship Enterprise has whole families 011
board, as well as regular crewpeople, ineluding children. One would expect a more
(Continued an Page 8/3. Col. J)
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Weapons

Botvinnicks ' American counterpart,
played by Waterston, is John Honeyman.
He is incredibly stuffy who feels he has been
put on earth to save the rest of us from certain nuclear destruction. He is all business.
The president sent him to negotiate an arms
agreement. If he does anything but spend
every waking moment trying to achieve this
end, he believes he is "wasting the world's
time.". It is the contrast between the two
characters, put in the hands. of such
brilliant actors which make the whole thing
work so well. Botvinnick saw this guy coming (Honeyman) and he is determined to
loosen the starch in his briefs, as well as
briefcase.
He antagonizes him. daring him to be
frivolous. When Honeman questions his
meaning, Botvinnick answers, "it's your
language." What he wants out of the
American is something trivial. The best
Honeyman can come up with is, "I don't
Ii ke the color brown .••
They are worlds apart ideologically.
polir ically and their personality clash like
,uolf clothes and a tuxedo. Yet thev
. find
themselves doing the same job. In th e end
I hev come to t he same conclusion. As long
as they keep talking. Russia and the United
States can give the appearance of trying ro
control and limit nuclear weapons. Neither
side wants to succeed. As Botvinnick states
at one point. "If (hey really wanted us to
succeed. there would not be just two of us
and millions of soldiers." He explains the
necessity of nuclear arms. "Without
nuclear weapons the United States would
just be a powerful Canada. and Russia
would just be an enormous Poland. It is the
nuclear weapons which make us superrnwers. ,.

(Continued from Page B7)
ideas, throw them away. the play is
brilliant.
With superhits like "Les Miserables ",
and "The Phantom of the Opera" setting
all kinds of box office records. it is easy to
see how a play like A Walk in the Woods
could get lost in the shuffle, It doesn't nave
extravagant costumes or sets. No musical
score. No great trauma or tragedy. It
doesn't even have T-Shirts.... yet (I'd buy
one).
What it does have however is Sam
Waterston (The' Killing Fields) and Robert
Prosky (Hill' Street Blues), the old
sarge ... remember.) They give incredible
performances which hold the audience (at
the risk of sounding cliched) spellbound for
two hours. A good script doesn't hurt
either, and Lee Blessing. the writer has
fined tuned the words in this "walk through
the woods." She has sinulchandedly turned
the nuclear cold war between Russia and
the United States into a tlesh and blood experience t hat never lets us forget - born bs
don't kill. .. people do.
Prosk y plays Andre Botvinnick. a wilv
Russian negot iat or who is a master at saying "No" to the other guys without them
realizing it. He loves to change the subject.
He is witty. unnervingly calculating and in
the rerrn he likes to describe himself with.
utterly "frivoulous" Definitely not your
average. "Come on honey. time to . build
the born b shelter. here comes a russian.
Prosky plays the character with a crisp
sense of comedic timing interwined with an
understanding of the melodrama of the
situation. One minute you're laughing. the
next minute you remember he's russian and
he may have t he upper hand. Its frightening
to t hi n k mavbe russians are people too.
More than frightening {hough it's
refreshing.

..

Bot vinnick seems to have all the answers.
He certainly has the wit. In the end
however, it is he who becomes the failure.
He has been a negotiator for too long. He
has come to the conclusion that nothing he
has done has meant anything.

Waterston character on the other hand, is
the eternal optimist who refuses to bow
down to Prosky's unrelenting cynicism,
Even after two, faultless deals are turned
down by the Russian Priemer and American
President. Honeyman refuses to believe his
job is worthless and inconsequential. Even
to the end he believes, he can and will make
a difference. However, Botvinnick, for all
his guile, retires and goes back to Russia a
defeated man. Having spent most of his life
never achieving what he wanted to. he
warns Honeyman he may end this way also.
The message of the play seems to be, man
is destroying man across the bargaining
table so mankind can live on. Its a pretty
good deal if you ask me. besides they get to
Walk in the Woods once and a while.

Booth Theatre
222 W. 45 St.
Telecharge: 239-62()()

amiable, agreeable, fatherly image to command a ship populated by such a vast variety of people, not all of whom are official
personnel, instead of a cold-hearted,
. irksome tightass. The first officer, Commander Riker, is no more than a satyr with
a rank, seeking carnal pleasure on each and
every planet. Riker is a feeble attempt to include a suave, good looking man to replace
Captain Kirk. The scriptwriters seem to
have taken the Spock character of the
original program and dissected him into
four seperate crewpeople. Personality
elements of Spock are personfied in the
characters Worf (an alien being aboard the
ship), Counselor Troy (a human/alien
hybrid with mental powers), Commander
Data (an android with a computer brain)
and Wesley (a mostly unaccepted boy
genius). Where for art thou, Originality?!
The only character in whom I find any
merit is Geordi LaForge, the blind
navigator who has been given simulated
sight by the use of a prosthetic device.
Lavar Burton brings a humanity to LaForge
which is nowhere to be found in his fellow
officers. One can only hope with time these
characters will develop some sort of depth
and substance to them. which is essential to
make the program live up to it's creator.
Gene Roddenberry's. noble aspirations.

AND
EDMUND WHITE WILL READ AT
DONNEL'S LIBRARY CENTER
FERRO

Celebrated fiction writers Robert Ferro
and Edmund White will read selections
from their newly published novels at Donnell Library Center on Tuesday, March 31.
The reading will begin at 6 p.m. in the
Young Adult Browsing Room. located on
the mezzanine level of the Library Center.
20 W. 53rd St. Admission is free.
Robert Ferro will read from Second Son,
his book about a young man stricken with
AIDS who finds salvation in his love for a
fellow sufferer. and from the emotional
support of his family.

\

St.Bartholomew's Church

"Manhattan Paintings East River
Views." an exhibition of new works by artist Anne Sharp. can be seen from March 14
to April ]4. ] 988. at the Epiphany Branch
Librarv, 228 E. 23rd St.
New York.
The art show will feature watercolors and
acrylic landscapes that were painted along
the East River north and south of East 23rd
Street. The three large canvases highlighting
the exhibit are "City Tondo;" stressing the
structure of buildings. "Four Views-East
River. N. Y.C .• " showing different aspects
and times of day. and a waterfront scene.
"River View. City. Sky. New York."
(
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For more inforfnation call:
ICANT LABORATORY: 935-1430

-Ann JUlian

WOMEN'S HEALTH CENTER

PREGNANCY TESTS ARE FREE
(212) 758-6110
MON-SAT, AND EVENING APPOINTMENTS
A lot 01 women are so afraid of
breast cancer they don't want to hear
about it.
And that's what frightens me.
Because those women won't practice breast self-examination regularly.
Those women. particularly those
over 35. won't ask their doctor about a
mammogram.
Yet that's what's required for breast
cancer to be detected early. When tile
cure rate is 9()OlJ. And when there's a

CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE AND SEXUAL HEALTH, INC.
10 EAST 21st STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010
BLUE CROSS AND ALL HEALTH INSURANCE COVE-RS
MEDICAID - VISA - MASTER CHARG~
ALL SERVJCES
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The episode plots of The Next Generation, more often than not. possess a
frightening similarity to the original programs' story lines. D.C. Fontana. one of
the better writers of the original program.
has been behind many of the new series'
scripts. and I am inclined to believe her
creative powers may be waning to the point
of redundancy. The socially critical overtones of the original Star Trek's plots were
always subtly presented; in attempting to
achieve the same goals of incorporating
socially relevant themes, the writers of The
Next Genera/ion have. only succeeded .in
either hiuing the audience over the head
with social criticism or being so subtle, the
social criticism or being <;0 subtle. the social
criticism is nigh indiscernable.
The aforementioned have been my major
criticisms of Star Trek: The Next Generation. I have, surprisingly enough, found a
few redeeming qualities in some parts of
this series. The role of women on board the
Starship Enterprise has been expanded.
notably a female security officer. doctor.
and command advisor. One further addition might have been a female second-incommand, stemming from the placement of
a woman in that position in the pilot
episode of the original Star Trek. The
character could retain a lascivious nature.
which would be an interesting incorporation of an "80s woman" role. If men can
travel the galaxy and fool around, why
can't women? After all. it is the 24th century!
The special effects are superb. and the
sets beautifully designed. The inclusion of a
holodeck, a room which uses holograms to
simulate various scenes and locations. is a
excellent concept and plot device. Each
episode dazzles the eye and imagination
with new wonders of visual stimulation.
Aesthetically. it is a very attractive program. in the same vein as Miami Vice.
Regardless. gloss over substance does not a
quality science fiction program make.

\·f\jE OFFER SAFE QUALITY GYN ECOLOGY & ABORTJO
SERVICES. OUR CENTER, A MODERN N.Y. STATE
LICENS~D FACILITY, OFFERS EXPERT CARE BY
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL.

.

I

good chance it won't involve the loss 01
a breast.
But no matter what it involves. take
it from someone who's been through
it aU.
.
Life is just too wonderful to ~ive up
on. And. as I found out. you don t have
to give up on any of it. Not work. not
play. not even romance.
Oh. there is one thing, though.
You do have to give up being afraid
to take care of yourself.

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIElY.
Get a dledwp. Life is worth it.

~

,

(Continued from Page BI I)

The New York Public
Library
ROBERT

~

The Treker'

Trek

work will be performed with full orchestra
conducted.by James Litton. A contribution
of 55 will be requested at the door. St. Bartholomew's Church is located at Park
Avenue and 51st Street in Manhattan.

NOVELISTS

.

1988

ARTS

EXHIBIT OF OPEN AIR PAINTINGS
BY ANNE SHARP

On Palm Sunday. March 27 at 3 p.rn .•
the Saint Bartholomew's Choir and Choral
Society will perform Johann Sebastian
Bach's great choral masterpiece St. John
Passion at St. Bartholomew's Church. The

DONORS

.. .

Star Trek: The Next Generation has
definitely attracted an audience. shortcomings notwithstanding. It is very popular
with young people, perhaps too young to
appreciate the simple special effects and
superior plots of the original Star Trek.
Paramount Studios has opted-to renew the
series for another 26 episo~ •. to be aired
next season. Careful examination of the
criticism fans have given The New Generation may urge the writers to flesh out their
characters and seek out bold originality for
their plots. However. as long as a previous
legacy of Star Trek exists, The Next
Generation, (0 some degree will always be
in its shadow.

Midnilht Oil is a politically active band: their focus is reduction of nudear arms. They are s'ar'in~
commercial mainstream.

'0 hi.

bi~

lime now wi'hou' conformin~

'0 the more

Midnight Oil
r----------------------.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Burns
Brightly

~--.

"Inspiring. Magnificent performance by Olmos
and it simultaneously brings on tears and a .
sense of triumph. A 9+:'
- Gary Franklin. KABC-lV

Midnight Oil-Diesel and Dust
(Columbia Records)
It seems as though the opening bands of
1986 are finally getting their own limelight.
Midnight Oil is one of these groups who
have gained more attention this year along
with other bands such as. The Church and
10,000 Maniacs. I don't want to throw
them together but these groups do share the
link of being former opening acts who now
have attracted their own attention. Let's get
back to Minight Oil. My point about the
opening acts was simply to illustrate the
progression of Midnight Oil up the ladder
of the industry. Now that the band is
recognized more. the points in which they
represent and stand for come under the
viewing glass. This is the point where one
discovers whether this is a band that simply
conforms to sell records or whether they
sing about what they believe in regardless of
rewards. money or fame.
Midnight Oil passed this test in my book
a long time ago. They sing about political
issues they feel strongly about, not because
they want to be in vogue as a political band.
They've played at No Nukes rallies. jobless
youth movements and benefits for public
radio over the past ]] years. Their most
recent endorsement is that of S.A. N. D.
(Surfers Against Nuclear Destruction).
Midnight Oil took time out from recording
this very album to do a pair of shows (0
raise funds for t he anti-nuclear campaign.
Now t hat we have covered some of the
bases regarding what Midnight Oil stands
for politically. let me say how they are
musically great. The wayan author illustrates his point without drawing a picture
is Midnight Oil's way of showing their emotion by their music. This is attributed to
drummer Rob Hirst for creating the
backbone in the music along with Peter
Garret pounding away on the bass. Hirst
has been described in Musician magazine as
having a "T-N-T beat." It is hard to express on paper but try to imagine the
powerful lyrics being intensified by vicious
riffing on the drums and bass.
Diesel and Dust is a collection of songs
and statements. If you pick either of the
two or both you will be satisfied.

-Pat McKenna

"Enormously inspiring and very rewarding. Edward
Olmos gives the first great performance of the year. "
- Jeffrey Lyons.

SNEAK PREVIEWS

"Tight script, elegant direction and superb acting
by Edward James Olmos. It delivers!"
-

Merrill Shindler. LOS ANGELES MAGAZINE
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EDWARD JAM.ES OLMOS· lOU DIAMOND PHilLIPS

Stand and Deliver
... true story about a modem miracle

WARNER BROS p, ........ " ...
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Petites
Vignettes
Burt Reynolds last good movie was
Sharkey's Machine in 1981 and, maybe, Ciry Hear in 1984. Since then, Burt's activities
have included Stroker Ace with Loni
Anderson, a brief hiatus from the movie
scene, Stick Heat, 'Malone, the NBC game
show Win, Lose, Or Draw and Rent-a-Cop
with Liza Minnelli. Once upon a time, Mr.
Reynolds was Hollywood's biggest box office attraction. With movies like Stroker
Ace, Hear, Malone and Rent-a-Cop, Burt
hasn't been living up to his reputation.
Thank goodness Switching Channels came
along because until it did, Reynolds' career
was slowly turning into Hollywood's biggest box office joke.
Switching Channels is a comedy about
the broadcast news industry
- done in, -Yes.
the Broadeasr News genre. Some may e v en
call Switching Channels a pseudo-copy of
the Oscar nominated movie. Actually, that
is not entirely true. Granted the two films
are about the television news business. but
Switching Channels is a remake of a much
older motion picture called His Girl Friday.
Moreover, the idea for His Girl Friday
came from The Front Page. a J 920s expose
on news-addicted Chicago journalists written by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur.
Now that all the rumors have been put to
rest Switching
, Channels stars not onlv
- Burt
Revnolds, but Kathleen Turner, Ned Beat-

tv. and "superman" Christopher Reeve.
The story? Well, Kathleen Turner is Christy
Colleran, SNN's 'superstar reporter and
anchor-woman who returns from a three
week vacation in Canada with Blaine
Bi ngharn (Christopher Reeve), the man
she's going to marry, Of course Sully (Burt
Reynolds) SNN's media-eccentric and slaphappy news director, isn't thrilled with the
news that his ex-wife has met the man of
her dreams. so he cons her into doing a
death row interview with a supposed
"vicious killer" played by Henry
Gibson. In the meantime, Sully employs
v
~

cv:
Q(.
~
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u.;

z

~
~
. ;

the many wacky plot shifts and verbal battling waged by David and Maddie on the
popular ABC hit.
The beautiful Kathleen Turner is a
delight to watch as the perky Christy Colleran and Christopher Reeve is also good.
His Blaine Bingham character reminds one
of a pompous, overbearing Clark Kern. But
what about Burt Reynolds? Comedy appears to be his forte right now as his
character, Sully, t urns out to be a big
reason why Switching Channels is so funny.
It's interesting to note that Burt Reynolds'
character was originally set to be played by
Michael Caine, but an extension on the production of Jaws: The Revenge forced the
actor to bow out at the last minute. Good
thing. Michael Caine could never have
played the part of Sully with the flair and
energy that Reynolds did, especially when it
came to kicking SNN news satellite number
11 in order to get the news broadcasting
without static. A few more films like this
and Burt Reynolds may be well on his way
to becoming Hollywood's box office golden
boy.

Harrison Ford
Harrison Ford has come a

I()n~

wa)' over many

~·t>ars.

every sneaky, obnoxious, and practical
joke-type trick he can think of to break
down Christy's wealthy, J75 pound
'"gorgeous boy" and make him look like a
fool. That shouldn 'r be to hard since
Bingham is already an egotistical. selfserving jerk, but then so is Sully.
This film is genuinely funny. It's the
movie's answer to Moonlighting if that's
possible. The fast paced banter exchanged
between Sully, Blaine. and Christy and the
outlandish situations these three people
would get themselves into is reminiscent of

Although the 1987 Oscar nominations
are out, the actual award ceremony won't
take place until April 1I. This - is interesting because Hollywood may have
already found its best actor of 1988. Harrison Ford always seems to create
memorable characters. From Han Solo
(Star Wars) and Indiana Jones (Raiders of
the Lost Ark) to John Book (Witness),
Alley Foxx (Mosquito Coast) and now Dr.
Richard Walker (Fran ric), Harrison Ford
has demonstrated that he is more then just a
interplanetary knight-errant or a
swashbuckling anthropologist, but an actor
who deserves respect and admiration ina

New Age of Solo
Guitar

field that he masters so well. From 1964,
Harrison Ford has appeared in 22 films, 24
if vou include Working Girls and the third
Indiana Jones installment currently in production. His films are usually blockbusters,
just check out his list of movie credits:
1964- Dead Heat on a Merry-Go-Round
1967- I.:,uv
1967- A Time for Killi ng
1968- Journey to Shiloh
·1970- Zabriskie Point
1970- Getting Straight
1973- American Graffiti
1974- The Conversation
1977- Star Wars
1978- Force 10 Form Navarone
1979- Apocalypse Now
1979- Hanover Street
1979- The Frisco Kid
1980- The Empire Strikes Back
1981- Raiders of the Lost Ark
1982- Blade Runner
1983- Return of the Jedi
1984- Temple of Doom
1985- Witness
1986- The Mosquito Coast
1988- Frantic
1988- Working Girls
1989- Indiana Jones III
Harrison Ford was born July 13, 1942 in
Chicago and he attended Ripon College in
Wisconsin. Un fort u nate ly he never
graduated, but I guess that doesn't really
matter much now does it? He has three sons
(Benjamin, Willard, and Malcolm) and is
married to screenwriter Melissa Mathison
(E.T,. The Black Stallion),
r

By JIM LE MAIRE
There are three musical traditions that
drance in his record companies' attempts to
find the use of the unaccompanied guitar:
classify and promote him. The sheer depth
blues, folk/country, and classical. All three
of his playing, however, has ensured an apstyles were represented in the playing of two
preciative audience for his music.
guitarists featured on a double bill at
Kottke's influences are definitely preCarnegie Hall on March 5: Leo Kottke and
rock. Although he played for a short time
Michael Hedges. To some, the match-up
with an electric guitar in a band format on
was a meeting of the Monarch and l'enfant
his album Mud/ark, he abandoned it in
terrible.
favor of the acoustic steel string guitar.
Leo Kottke is the royalty in question. He
which offers a fuller range of tonalities.
has been voted "Best Folk Guitarist" five
Kottke's hallmark is undoubtedly his use of
times in Guitar Player magazine's reader's
the bottleneck slide on the twelve-string.
poll. Performing since 1965, he first apusually tuned to an open G or D chord,
which
results in music so hauntingly sad
peared at the Ten O'Clock Scholar in Minneapolis, the club where Bob Dylan made
and beautiful it could bring tears to a rock.
his debut.
It is interesting that although Kottke
starred out as an instrumentalist like Fahey,
Although Kottke's style is noted for its
he gradually has incorporated more singing
distinctiveness and eclecticism, he is followin his music. Despite Kottke's description
ing in the tradition of such soloists as John
of his voice as "geese farts on a foggy rnorFahey, Mississippi John Hurt, and Merle
ning;" he has a strong baritone voice,
Travis. It was Fahey, in particular, who can
which he used especially well on the
be regarded as Kottke's mentor. and whose
Michael Goodman classic "Louise."
Takoma record label served as the vehicle
Kottke 'exudes a warm, unpretentious
for Kottke's first album: Six and Twelve
manner on stage, and is something of a
String Guitars.
raconteur, another legacy of his folk tradiIt is in the- context of this lineage that one
tion. He interjects funny stories in a
can appreciate how far Kottke has advancMidwestern, Lake Woebegone-ish vein of
ed the solo tradition. Although
humor that are gentle chronicles of human
"untaught," Kottke's style is dazzling for
foibles. Kottke could just as easily entertain
its virtuosity. He maintains a driving bass
people as a comedian. Considering that
line of astonishing complexity while
Will Rogers began his career as a rodeo ropsuperimposing melodies that are rich and at
ing expert, the idea may not be so far fetchtimes nrofoundlv
beautiful.
t·
oJ
ed .
Kottke's playing incorporates elements
Kottke's s010 set lasted about about an
of the many styles of music that interests
hour and a half, including an encore of
him. One can find traces of ragtime, coun"Little Martha," the Duane Allman classic
try blues, bottleneck slide, jazz, bluegrass,
from Ear A Peach. Altoget her, a
Spanish and other styles as well. This eclecthoroughly enjoyable and satisfying perforticism may have been somewhat of a hinrnance.

Ho ward Stern
I really like Howard Stern, he's the best
thing going on morning radio but it's obvious that 92.3K-Rock is where this man
belongs. \\:'hy?? His $20 February 28th
"pay-through-the-nose"
1 mean
"pay-per-view" special was for the birds!
(And I'm 99.9070 sure the birds passed
Howard's special along to :;1c worrns.) The
show had all the regular features from the
radio program. but it just didn't work, Lesbian Dial-a-Date, Guess who's the Jew, and
The Gay Untouchables featuring Elliot P.
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I don't know about anyone else who saw
!~; l,.>d,!V·S C(~i",t Guard. Job ar.d career
\ .pporturut.es Ell, men and w: irnen betwe-en
'h, J.t!'t-"" "f 1~ ;~:l::: :2-;- an' unlmute-d

t he special entitled Howard Srerri's Underpants and Negligee Parr....·. bur after sitting
through 2 /~ hours of what can only be
described as a r ink y dink nightmare, I felt
cheated! From what 01 'Howard was saying
on the air about his special. I expected a

L mdon. Connecticut YnL.: ';1 earn 2. f":J;
year. expense paid Bachelor of Science
degree ()r.lf you're a ~1 .llege zraduarc, you
can enter our Officers Candidate School at
Yorktown. Virginia. Here you 'I! complete
an mtensive 17·week leadership trainmg
~. ht" Ii. Eii her paf:hleads to a COIT:::J1SSl();' 3:'
ar; E!1SI}..YT1.

TtE ENUST'ED OPTION
if y( .u want

l(\ learn a skill- manv .If WhlCJ-,
are In hi-tech ile:d~ - there are ()\·t" t w: \
dozen Job specialties av.ulable-. including
electronics. aviation machinist (Inc marine
sciences. ~a\:ng lives. pr()ln·:ng the 1:'1,\"1·
ronrnent and stopping Illegal drug actl\;
ties. are only a few of the n .anv (.', )a~t
Guard missions you may perform. You C1r.
advance quickly because prornouons are
ba::ied~}:Olll:awn initiative and skills.

BENEFITS OF BEIDNCiING

TIE RESBNE OPTION
THE OFFICER OPTION
To \t\·ear the gelId bars of an officer, there
art' ~f'\·t:-r;-i! caree,r path~ to fullow .. On: is to
('nter the Coast lJuard Academy In :\~w

Regardless of the career option you choose
in the Coast Guard, you'll get ali the benefits ... 30 days paid leave each year ... free
medical and dental service ... reduced
prices in any military exchange ... the New
GI bill for tuition assistance, and much
more. Y'lU could work in exciting places
where the C last Guard ()pt'rat~ .. from
Japan to the :\ntaretir ... Hawaii or In the
l'ontmental Lmted States. We haw parttime Reserve po::;iti(jn~ and full·tIme iAfeer
~)PP(1r1umties ava.dable now. Contact vour
local recruiter ()r call tnilfree:

£a~/e and small boat ph()Ij/~

....,

z
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with anything at hand to recreate rock and
blues arrangements.
Anot her unique item is his use of the
harp-guitar. an instrument that incorporales an additional five bass strings 10 the
regula r six over an extended resonating box.
With it. his experiments into extended
sonorities break new ground.
Like Kottke, Hedges has begun to use his
voice more after a start as an instrumentalist, a nd he sings much better than other
more celebrated singers such as Dylan or
Neil Young.
Hedges's career was helped in the beginning by Windham Hill's promotion of him as
a new age musician. He is starting to chafe
at this appelation more and more, and
characterized his style as "thrash folk" during the concert.
A problem with Hedges's style, however.
is that in order to overlay the timbres he is
searching for, he must use both hands on
the fretboard. This means he must hammer
the strings constantly to produce sound,
often at the expense of the melody. His
songs begin to sound alike after a while. interesting but overly percussive.
Hedges is most effective when he plays
while he is singing. The vocals keep his
playing focused on the melody of the song.
In particular his renditions of "Pinball
Wizard to from Tommy by The Who (which
he jo kingly referred to as the "classic new
age opera"), "Come Together" b)· The
Beatles and a recent original entitled "I
Believe in You."
It remains to be seen whether Hedge-s has
the abili ty to use his distinctive style effectively over the course of his career, whether
it will be able to change with him or
whether it will restrict him to becoming an
idiomatic stylist. What Hedges ha accomplished so far is promising.
What might have been the high point of
the evening turned out to be somewhat of a
disappoint ment as Hedges and Kottke took
the stage together to perform a rniniset of
three duets. It didn't appear that they were
(Continued 011 Page 8/7, Col. 4)
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may J!er Hurt Reynolds'

caretr back on track.

whole lot more, r alleast expected it 10 be
funny, The best part of Ihe enrire affair was
when a person called in and .veiled ,
"Howard, your show Sl1ck\:~". Now
Howard is offering a video cassette of the
festivities by dialing 1-~OO-52-S-T-E-R-N, I
have only one thing to sa,· about thaI.
DON'T DO IT!! You ..·:In ihir.k about it
but don'l do it,
For all you gamblers Ull t : hne, here ....; the
latest line on the April 11th Os~ars froTT) the
Fronlier Hotel and Cac;in0 ITl I as Vegas.

Oscar Odds
The Last Emperor- e\·en mOl1ev
Moonstruck- even monev
Broadcast News- 3-1
Fatal Attraction- 5-1
Hope and Glory- 10-1
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After an intermission of about twenty
minutes, Michael Hedges took the stage.
From the first note of the first song. it was
clear that he is a guitarist of a whole other
order than Kottke. His playing will startle
tile unprepared with its forcefulness and innovation.
Hedges's background is very different
from Kottke's. Although his education includes a degree in composition from the
Peabody Conservatory. summers at 'the Nat ional Music Camp at Interlochen, and
computer music studies at Stanford University, Hedges's original influences are rock
groups such as the Who, AC IDC and The
Beatles. Clearly he is no fol kier but an out
and out rocker.
What makes Hedges so unique is his use
of t he guitar's resonances. I f you ever have
tile chance. you can see for yourself what
he-'s doing by trying the following on a
g uirar: hold your finger fig htly across the
strings exactly over the twelfth fret without
pressing them down. Strum all the strings
and at the same time lift your finger off the
strings. After a couple of tries, you'll be
able to produce a "chiming" effect that's
so pretty you may find yourself doing it
over and over for hours.
Hedges became enamored with these
sounds and discovered striking ways of
blending .and overlaying the chiming
sonorities. He produces timbres that at first
seem impossible for one person to achieve.
He does this through a two-handed technique using hammer-one and pull-offs on the
fret board similar to jazz guitarist Stanley
Jordan and rocker Eddie Van Halen. It appears that he discovered the method independently of the others since he uses it in
a full-blown manner on his first album.
Breakfast in the Field. released by Windham Hill in 1981, long before Jordan's
debut and only a couple of years after the
fi rst appearance of Van Halen.
As he plays, Hedges uses the guitar as a
percussion instrument, smacking and slapping it in time to the masic. It is reminiscent
of "party guitarists" who must make do
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Ness and Al Cabone all seemed flat; a stale.
pale copy of its radio show persona.

Even if you're still in hi~h ~h()()! nr \.'(IIlt".ge,
there are sevt>ra.lllptions !(I crJllsider :\S..l
Cuast Guard Rt>sen;st. vou can :mend driil~
"nt' weekend pt'r month and bt> palO \\·hlie
you are bein~ tra!nt"d. You'11 al~/) c; uahfy !I Jf
the :\ew ReSt'!lt:" (;1 Bill and receive
monthly cht'<'k:; tu help with c(lllt:"~e
expenses.
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(Continued/rom Page 814)

Casey Says Farewell

POiDI
Not Just a Record Company
New York University has announced that
it will have the first student-run college
record company. The Music, Business and
Technology Program created the company
with the aspirations of making a learning
experience with a "hand's on" concept.
Although there are internships available
to people in this field, they don't always
work out as expected. It starts out as an exciting venture; however, internships can
[urn out to be a rude awakening. They
sometimes entail performing menial tasks
like mopping floors instead of acquiring
knowledge of the industry. This has happened to rnany people I have spoken with
regarding internships. MBT Records/NYU
is a great alternative to this problem;
however, most students enrolled in music
programs at Baruch as well as other schools
cannot afford NYU wit hout a great deal of
financial assistance. I am not demeaning
the MBT program, but simply bringing up a
point.
The most interesting fact about the company is that it will be using the whole NYU
family. The art department, for instance,
will be creating the cover of the first MBT
release. The Connotations, The Indigos,
The Wilmingtons and Satire are all bands
led by NYU students and will be featured
on a compilation album by MBT. The company will use profits for projects, improving the program and scholarships. The program will not only be beneficial for MBT
majors, but for a great deal of NYU
students.
The first recording is already on tape, according to Joe Mendelson. spokesperson
for MBT Records. He said that the recor·
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Sorry kiddies! Casey Kasem has departed
from American Top 40. Kasern, the oldest
keen teen of his profession aside from Dick
Clark, has attributed his leaving to differences with ABC Television.
A merican Top 40 is a television show as
well as a radio program which counts down
the week's hits. Although the show is bringing to most, it can be heard in many countries around the world. The show will continue; however, without the familiar voice
of Kasern who has done the show for
almost twenty years.
I t is unknown what Kasem will take up
after this, but I hope it is not acting. I've
had the liberty of seeing Casey Kasern in an
early seventies sci-fi film about a man with
two heads. I suppose he should take his
-own advice, "keep your feet on the ground
and keep reaching for the stars."

BEST ACTOR:
Michael Douglas (Wall Street)- even
Robin Williams (Good Morning Vietnam).
even
Jack NIcholson (Ironweed)- "3-1
Marcello Mastroianni (Dark Eyes)- 5-1
William Hurt (Broadcast)- 10-1

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR:
Sean Connery (The Untouchables) even
Albert Brooks (Broadcast)- 7-5
Morgan Freeman (Street Smart)- 4-1
Denzel Washington (Cry Freedom)- 5-1
Vincent Gardenia (Moonstruck)- 10-1

Sallv Kirkland (Anna)- even money
.lte Colleae Char's.

WLIR Will Return
The new music station, WLIR 92.7, stopped airing in late 1987 due to legal problems
with the FCC. The 92.7 frequency has been
taken by ,",'ORE, the new operator of this
position on the dial.
The most recent news source indicates
that WLIR has contracted to buy WReN
103.9 for 4.5 million dollars. This brings
both bad news and good news; they will
return
to radio but in Riverhead, L.I. For
e,
~ those
unfamiliar with Long Island"
~ Riverhead is way out in the boondocks. If
"'" the transmission comes from there it is likely that we will be unable to hear it in the
metro area. According to The Musicians
Exchange. Elton Spitzer will attempt to
simulcast the WLIR format in New Jersey,
Connecticut, Westchester and the whole
metropolitan area. Spitzer is the principal
stockholder of Phoenix Media. who owns
WLIR. He has led the fight to save the station and will now make it prosper.
\0,;

and
T bsin
'68
By MARTIN STARKEY

BEST ACTRESS:

Midni~hl Oil: #3 on

.

Cher (Moonstruck)- 3-1
Holly Hunter (Broadcast) 3-1
Glenn Close (Fatal)- 5-1
Meryl Streep (Ironweed)- 10-1

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS:
Olvrnpia Dukakis (Moonstruck)- even
Norma Aleandro (Gaby -A True St ory)- 3-1
Ann Southern (Whales of August)- 5-1
Anne Archer (Fatal)- 7-1
Anne Ramsey (Throw Momma From the
T r a i n)- 10- 1

When you go to see Off Limits, the new
. action thriller from 20th Century Fcx.shat
stars Willem Dafoe and Gregory Hines.
you might think that you've seen something
like this on Miami Vice. Two cops, one
black, one white, both working for the
Criminal Investigation Detachment division
instead of Vice and both basically doing the
same exact thing Crockett and Tubbs do
every Friday night. You know the routine:
the occasional seek and shake down of a
hood or two, elaborate car chases with
weird car angles. talks with the lieutenant,
an d bizarre music permea t i ng the
background behind the campy dialogue.
Why should we pay money to see this?
Maybe because it takes place in Saigon in
1968. That's got to be it. If it's not. then
somebody is getting ripped off and it ain't
20th Century Fox.
To give .'lOU an idea of what's going..... on
here, Dafoe plays Buck McGriff and Hines
is his partner Albaby Perkins, They're
plain-clothes cops assigned to the U.S. Armv 's Criminal Investigations Detachment
di~·ision (CrD) in Saigon during the Vietnam War. McGriff and Perkins discover
that six prostitutes whose babies were
fathered by American servicemen have been
murdered and the evidence implicates a
high-ranking American officer. Wasn't this
plot summary in last week's T.V .. Guide?

-

BEST DIRECTOR:
Bermardo Bcrt olucci (Emperor}- even
Norman Jewison (Moonstruck)- 7-5
John Boorman (Hope and Glory)- 4-1
Adrlas Lyne (Fatal)- 5-1
Layle Hallstrom (My Life as a Dog)- 10-1
HOLD IT! Don't pick up those phones
just yet. The state of Nevada bars wagering
on the Oscar race. Sorry, but you gotta admit. it was run while it lasted.
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ARTSMcGriff ends up falling in love with a nun
who could blow the case wide open and
Perkins. well, he gets the hots for
something with huge breasts. By the way,
that nun/cop relationship goes about as far
as a ca.r wit hout gas.
Dafoe doesn't play his part with half the
intensity that he did in Platoon and Hines is
only good to look' at. His new "no
mustache" /crew cut look is intriguing at
first; he looks hard, ruthless and ready for
business, but as the movie unfolds, the int rigue dissipates and we're struck with
Hines and his plain acting. This is strange
because Hines is usually a rather flamboyant actor. Obviously, the script and
director Christopher Crowe have a lot to be
desired.
Off Limits had the potential to be the
Lethal Weapon of 1988, instead, it fizzled
out like an open bottle of seltzer. This film
is definitely off limits to movie goers.

~e
(Continued from Page B15) .
as effective in "melding" t heir styles as they
had hoped.
In a recent interview they gave together
on WQXR, they each professed admiration
for the other's ability to incorporate new influences. However, it seems clear that
despite their best intentions, they remained
1\\'0 soloists playing at each other rather
than two musicians performing together.
Only on the Byrds' "Eight Miles High" was
their any semblance of ensemble playing,
chiefly because of t heir vocal harmonization.
At a time when more and more music
comes canned and synthesized, Hedges and
Kottke are a fresh reminder that acoustic
instruments still offer exciting possibilities
for innovative playing.
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Wlilem Dafoe and G~ory Hint'l5 tra(i( down a kll"" in Sa~0I1 in 1961.

The (;odfathers ~'er a hoI #2 with .heir reun' ~Iease Birth. SchtHII. If/ark. IJftlth.

ding.has 10 be mixed.. mastered and pressed.
The album should be available later this
month at record stores; I would imagine
that stores around the Village should
definitely carry the release if it IS
unavailable elsewhere.
The program will not be wor ki ng alone
on the project. but with the help of the industry: the)' will assist in such areas as
donations of money as well as sen ices and
products. Polygram Records has donated
money towards pressing and 3M has
donated two inch tape, just to mention a
few. In the area of recording time, Power
Station and Soundworks have offered mixing time; overdub time has been offered by
The New York Music Deli. Technical advisement has been provided by Chris Muth
of The Hit Factory; however, the company
needs advisors for other areas of the program. NYU is a non-profit organization,
therefore, all donations are tax deductible.
MBT Records is pioneering as the first
college record company which could result
in the following by other colleges. It is nice
to know that one can learn about the record
industry in an environment where it is not
necessary to know that a regular coffee contains two sugars. There are some good internships available to those interested in the
music business: however. no guarantees are
made.

Hojo's Place

EVERY
TUESDAY

EVERY
TUESDAY

Hlw.. ard Jones will be re-opening his
Greenwich Village vegetarian restaurant
this week. The former store was closed as a
resul t of a kitchen fire. Jones will be at the
resta u ran t \.)£1 Waverly Place for it's first
week back in business. Jones does not own
the place solely but he does own half.
The menu will consist of a totally
meat less lineup; however, Jones claims it
will be an exciting array of foods. Hey! I
almost forgot to tell you the name of this
place-it's called Nowhere. I am told that the
prices are reasonable and you may meet
HoJo if you g0 this week. Give it a try.
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ANATTOKNEY IS AVAILABLE
ONCE AWEEK
FOR FREE!!
FOR APPOINTMENTS
CALL DSSG AT:

Joe Clark,and Run DMC
During last month, the legendary rap
grour- Run DMC put on a show in Patter'ion, New Jersey in support of Joe Clark.
The show took place at East Side High
Schol in SUppOTt of its controversial principal. Joe Clark.
Clark has gained the attention of New
York. New Jersey as well as the whole
count ry for his tactics in discipline. Locked
dONS and seeing the principal carry a
baseball bat have become customary sights
at East Side High. The locked doors are
(here to keep drug dealers out of the
building: however, this is a fire hazard. The
fire violations along with the suspension of
a large number of students has brought attention to Joe Clark. I'm sure if you talk to
anyone who at tended a public high school.
[hey will praise Clark instead of question
him. Run DMC has taken the libertyof
praising him by supporting his cause. DMC
says it best, "You take away someone's
schooling and you've stolen the future.

....

725-3377/78 Rm. 409Student Center
A TTORNEY'S HOURS: 3:15 to 8:15 PM
* APPOINTM~NTS MUST BE MADE * * 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE *
Co-Sponsored by OSSG& ESSA
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Strong Volleyball

It Spells Winners!

Team Threatens

Baruch Cheerleaders
Dornirrate Comperition

the CllJYY Conference

and Take First Place!!
By MICKEY KRAMER

--.

By MARK CALLAHAN

\

One of Baruch's most exciting and successful, yet little known varsity sports, is
men's volleyball. In six years, the team has
yet to have a season under .500. The team is
led by six year veteran, Mauricio Correa
(three years
player, three as coach). With
a record of eight and four. Baruch has a
solid hold of third place and will likely play
Queens. College in the first round of the
CUNY playoffs.

as

Varsity volleyball is played to a best
three out of five and fifteen points takes
each game (you must win by two points).
Most teams playa 5-1 offense which means
one setter and five hitters, but Baruch plays
a highly unorthodox 3-3. The setter is the
(me who places 'the ball in the air for the
spiker or hitter. His job is to finish the play
by hitting the ball down on the other side of
the net so the other team can't return it.

I.

..

Baruch is led by four year vet and team
captain Stanley Barbot .. and Victor "The
Wise Old Man" Pajares, who's been playing volleyball for over twenty years. Coach
Correa has tnisro say' about -ms captain.
UHe takes his job [captaincy} to heart. on
the field and off. He's a dedicated
captain." He also said (hat Pajares, "just
knows what to do with the ball. He's so intelligent." Along with Barbot, the best hitter on the team is six-t hree Piotr Migdal
who is called "an extraordinary
athlete ... with a Jot of potential. ..it's only
his first year on the team." The rest of the
starters are as follows. Johnson Yuen (setter), Isaac Perez (hitter), and the last starting nod is another one of coach Correa's
creations: he uses Donald Chin as a setter in
the back row and then puts in freshman
spiker David Rosado in the front, a sort of
platoon system. There are other parts to
volleyball, such as serving, blocking, and
playing defensively. The team's best

blocker is David "The Wall" Rosado. The
nick-name suits him perfectly because as
the coach says, "He's very intense when he
blocks, and dedicated." Serving is also a
vital part of the game because it can get
your team easy points plus give you
momentum. Chris Demers is such a good
server. He'll get put into the game just to
serve. His coach says that he never misses.
He too is a first year player and is known to
his team as "Mr. Reliable" and "Mr. Improved." Playing defensively takes a lot of
courage because the object is to "dig" or
pick up spikes corning right at you. Yuen
and Andrew Lee have this uncanny ability
to do it well.

They are hard workers; they are troopers;
they are competitors; now they are winners.
I'm talking about the Baruch cheerleaders.
On Friday. February 19. Baruch captured
the CUNY cheerleading competition at City
College. Tile first day of competition
started on Monday, February IS. Baruch
was up against other teams such as Hunter.
Staten Island, CCNY and others. There
were two days of competition, Monday and
Friday. On the first day, Baruch finished
first with an overall score of a 9.9;

conditions that they had to practice under.
Before they went into the competition, their
confidence was low. They knew they were
good, but they thought that they needed
more work. It was somewhat of a shock to
them when they dominated the meet.
"I'm very proud of my girls." said
Benissa Belk, the cheerleading captain.
"Now maybe people will take us more
seriously as a team."

This season Baruch has started with a
very inexperienced team; aside from Barbot
and Pajares only two otherplayers were
with the team last year. This means that 75
percent of the team are first-year players.
Another problem the team has.dealt with is
the awful gym. It is small, old and the
"out" lines are hard to determine because
. of the ·ban-etba1t<::ollttlines-rlraT-ovenap.-,The coach added. "The athletes don't get
preferential treatment. and the facilities
leave a lot to be desired."
Last season was the first time Baruch participated in the CUNY volleyball tournament and it was a complete washout
because the referees started their match
before all their players arrived. Let's hope
this year will be different. You can lend the
hard working athletes support and at the
same time see some exciting volleyball if
you'd just come to our gym. Two upcoming
homegames are March 23 against Yeshiva
and March 25 against Maritime. For all you
volleyball fans. it will be a great experience
and for all you sports fans it will be a great
NEW experience.

CUNY finished second. Hunter came
in third, and Staten Island was given
fourth. Since Staten Island was fourth, only
the top three teams competed in the finals
on Friday. Baruch once again came out on
top with Hunter second and CCNY third.
This is the first time Baruch cheerleaders
have won the title. The trophy is encased in
the 17 Lexington Ave. building.
The girls worked very hard for this
award, especially considering the abnormal

01.. "OM PI('

She is right! Baruch is always looked
down upon in the field of sports. We rarely
win anything and people think that we provide no competition. We may not have the
sports ability of SI. John's, but we also
don't have the money supplies or the
recruiting ability. The cheerleaders did a
wonderful job this year and deserve congratulations. To the cheerleaders: Benissa
Belk, captain. Tabalha Howard. cocaptain, Maria Vazquez, Diane Houslin,
Yvette Ilorges, Betly Davis, Julie Lewis and
Monique Crofl, who did a great job.
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AS THE Fl-AME DIES OUT, THE
LIGHT IN SOME STILL SHINES
B)" MATT AUBRY
During the last two weeks of Februarv,
The XV Wint er Olympics were held in
Calgary. Alberta. Calgary. an area of much
natural beaut y, provided a scenic backdrop
f0r a ... cries of. rigid compcriiions. These
events. ranging from ski ballet to four man
bobsledding. drew millions of spectators.
expecting to see the best athletes in the
world compete. Those crowds. as well as
the millions tiIning in on television. \... ere
not disappoi nted. The show put on by these
superb athletes was not one soon (0 be outdone.
One of the major attractions of games
such as these is the focus on (he competitors' personalities as well as their
athletic skills. The XV Winter Games were
no exception. As we watched the athletes
our there giving their all we felt a certain
closeness wi th them. Millions of Americans
were diligently watching the high-strung
Debi Thomas as if she were a relative.
knowing what the gold meant to her. Just
as many hearts sank when the lovely
Californian fell shorr of her goal. It added
something special to the whole event 10 be
able to know who the person behind the
athlete was, their needs. drives. ambitions.
Speakine of hearts. many' were fluttered by
<uch prcscnce-, as the handsome. bra . . h
Italian skier Alberto Tornba. or the

beautiful East" German primadon na figure
skater Kat arina Witt, as they both produced gold medal performances.
Excitement ran rampant through these
Olympics. There were such spectacular
events as the seven triples. brearhtakingly
executed-by t he little bundle of Japanese
energy. Midori Ito, who captured our
hearts bill no medals. Then we had the
valiant tri'es from "sentimental" favorites
like the humorous Eddie "The Eagle" Ed-wards. who had the whole United Kingdom
behind him in ski jumping. and the
Jamaican bobsledding team who had the
rest of the world backing them. There were
also stunning upsets to add to the thrills.
Such was the charismatic Elizabeth Marlev,
.
as she 'joyfully stole the silver medal away
from Debi Thomas, and Pirrnin Zurbriggen
whose expected five gold medals in Alpine
skiing melted down to one. An interestinu
observance of the '88 games is the upsurge
of popularity of the relatively new
demonstration sports. Events such as curling and ski baller .r which are trying to gain
adrniuance into the next Olympics. were all
the rage this year. One former demonstration sport. the Luge, which was included in
the competition this year. was quite successful and was much enjoyed by the speciat ors. It would be a welcome treat to see

.
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some of these "demonstration sports" surface at the 1992 Olympics.
lJNITED
A disappointing note on these winter
Olympics was the United States teams' poor
performances. The United States. formerly
a front runner in the medal race. was sadly
lacking this year. Our only victories came
when Brian Boitano nosed out Canada's
Brian Orser on technical points for the
men's figure skating gold. and Bonnie Blair
bested everyone else in the women's 500
meter speed skating. It seemed as if fare
were somehow against the United States as
one by one our at hletes fell prey (0 defeat.
The "favorites" from America, for example, Dan Jansen. who made such a
courageous effort in speed skating and Debi
Thomas is figure skating gave way to apparent pressure and crumbled.
The overall performance by the United
States was so shockingly poor that now a
committee, headed by . Yankee-owner
George Steinbrenner. has been established
{O invesugate lhe· cause for ~his fai-kfre.
There is much doubt as to whether the commit tee will accomplish anyth ing , it just
seemed t hat 1988 was not the United States'
year for t he Wi nt er Olvrnpics. Not to worry
though. we've still got the summer,

STATES HIGHLIGHTS
THE 01.YMPICS

IN

1. Brian Boitano, scoring high on
technical points, edges out Brian Orser
(Canada) for the gold in men's fi~ure
skating.

2. Bonnie Blair, in world record time.
beats Christa Rothenburg (East Germany)
b~ .02 of a second to take the gold in the
women's 300 meter speed sk3tin~.

3. Eric Flaim. tryin2 to vindicate the
United States' earlier losses. gets the silver
in men's 1500 meter speed sk2tin~.
Bonnie Blair. 20ing for two in a row,
comes up a little short and ~els the bronze
ill the women's 1.000 meters.
4.

S. Debi Thomas. after suffering a few
stumbles in the long competition of

women's figure ska~ comes b2Ck pmeb
diACIt .1Ie DFOAze.

flO
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In pairs figure skatin~. Jill Watson and
Peter Oppeaardc fi~hl off stiff competition
lei retain 3rd place and Ihe bronze,
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